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Abstrnct 
All undergraduates of the Faculty of Computer Science and lnfonnation 
Technology, University of Malaya are required to do the thesis. Thesis is a compulsory 
subject for all of the final year students in this faculty which has divided into two 
phases. Each phase is supposed to complete in each semester of final year. Thesis phase 
I (WXES3 l 8 l) is carried out in the first semester fo llowed by thesis phase 2 
(WXES3 I 82) in the second semester. To fulfill the requirement of facu lty. UM 
presentation has been chosen tCl become the title of my thesis. 
To success this thesis. I have implement all the knowledge and skills tlmt 1 ht\\c 
gained throughout my 3 years study in UM to practical situations. A pun from that. I nL o 
have a chance to leurn more ski lls of other mult imedia authoring wols nccnrding to the 
requirements of my thesis. I believe that this will help. me 11 lot in Ill) futul'\.' 
employment. 
UM presentation is a stand alone multimedia package that wi ll focu. more on the 
University Malaya. Due to the reason where therc urc many people either the university 
students or other residents like to know more information nhout it. This pre. cntmion "ill 
show the user the U!>eful infomullion about the university especially for the first )Car 
students. l3cs idc~ that, cum pus map ' i II be included in thi~ pre. cntntion to kt u~1.:n; 
know how to get there und als() navigute it. The sy<:tem "i II also let u. er-. ~no'' ubout 
the fm.: ilitic~ und services provided by M. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
Generally, UM presentation is an introduction of University Malaya. It is a 
stand-alone multimedia presentation package which involves diversity of useful 
information aibout the University Malaya. This project wi ll give a general guidance for 
the users on exploring the campus of University Malaya in an attractive multimedia 
environment. 
UM presentation can be use as freshman starter pack .. Normally after the fi rst 
year students get to know that they arc accepted to further their study at Uni crsity 
Malaya, they will receive a reference book to guide them on what to do before and after 
get into the university. Although this reference book provides lots of useful inform nt ion 
about the university and the activities during the orientation week, it is said to be dull 
and people do not feel interested on read it over and over. This project will assist to 
attract more attention from the users by prov iding the information in n different ' ay. 
which is a multimedia presentation of the University Malaya. 
In other word, th is UM presentation contains importan1t user's requi rement about 
the university especially in formation ubout the orientat ion for llhc fi rst year tudcnt . It is 
1111 nltemutivc wuy to let them get u better undcrstnnding about the mies. :ic ti viti~s and 
things to do before they further their studicl> in Uni versity Malaya. It "ill nl o prov ide 
brief information uhout facult ies, colleges. faciliti t:s. coursc:s nnd others infom1ntion 
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inside the campus of University Mnlny11. 
Multimed ia plays an impo rtant role to success ·this pr<"j t~ct. Mult imedia elements 
such as text, animation, panoramic views, video cl ip. audio and graphics are integrated 
in this projec1t to make it more convenient to the users and to ensure its attractiveness. In 
addition, this project includes an interactive campus map where user can navigate 
through the map to get information they need. 
1.2 Project Objectives 
The objectiv1es of this project are listed as below:-
• To build an interactive and user friendly multimedia presentation with great 
interfaces and embedded the multimedia techno log ic~. 
• To prnvidc information about the university such as courses, faculties, college . 
and facilities for users to get a better understanding of Universi ty Malaya. 
• As a freshman starter pack with provided information about the orientation week 
especially to the first year student. 
• To improve the existing mup of University Malaya for users to explore the 
campus of Universi ty Mulayu. 
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1.3 Project S•w pc 
The scopes of this project are listed as below:-
• Multimedia elements such as graphics, text, video clips, audio and animation are 
integr:ated into this presentation. It wi ll make the presentation more attractive for 
the users. 
• To provide useful information for various types of users who wish to know more 
about the university. 
• Map of University Malaya is included into this project for the users to nnvigmc 
the ca1mpus interactively. 
1.4 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcomes for th is project are listed as below:-
• This project shall be an attractive multimedia presentation with great interfaces 
and high interactive to embed the multimedia technologies. 
• This project shall givt: authority to the users to navigate through the mnp of 
University Malaya by clicking on the particular places to get more infonnntion. 
• This project shall includt: pictures, video clips and 30 cITcct. Video cl ips sho\\ 
the cnviro11111e11t of un iversity und make thb prcsentot ion more interesting for the 
3 
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• Student can get ofn inc information mnrc cffectivdy to compare with reference 
book. 
1.5 Project S1chedule 
To ach ieve the project objectives and the expectancy, a !Project schedule plays an 
important rol1e to keep track on the development progress. In order to do so, a detailed 
schedule is planned in advance to indicate each phase of development. The Gantt chart 
on the fo llow ing page shows the schedule of this project. 
·'·· ·'' ""' ID 1'11.,J. N1<1t"l Sr1t11 F-u11\Jt o,,,,.,.,.,, 
.. T .. ~ I ~ I 
· · I -· I··· .. 1 
I Pu~.-rl lr1tt>C1uc~iirw 7:()'2001 7:1',2~ 11).t , I 
2 Ld .. 11t:t•,. R .. v''"'"' 7 • 1 '17~1 l\'l 71JC I If,(. 
• 
3 M~·tio11nklfJY l\'•1·'2001 l\'ll~ 8'l I 
4 s1, .... ,, A•"''r" ' l\ '1(;"200.1 ll'27?rol 1 ix: • 
~ s.,.. "'"' °""11'" ll'J07tn.1 9· 10~ 1()11 • 
& Si'"'"' ln~A.., ·1-1:AIOI 9 ' 1:,\ '1()\1 I 2 ' 17 1 21)'\.1 71).1 
7 S1''''"' r .. ,,,,,Q 1 l:21~"'21X\I l l ') l .2\)1).1 IQI: • 
8 Si''"'" EvAhkl l!Yl 1:)'200'1 I ' 17 71Vl'I 11r • 
') <A• w 1.-.. 1'.t 0 ..i111 7::.71M~I 1' 1771'0"1 ' ~" r. 
Table 1.0: Schedule o,f rhe project 
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1.6 Report L:nyout 
The pmpose of this report layout is to give an over\"iew of the process involved 
during the development of this project. The report layouts are listed as below:-
Chapter I: Introduction 
This chapter gives a brief introduction about this project. The project objectives. 
project scope·, and the expected outcome are written clearly inside it. Besides that. it also 
shows the project schedule during the project's development. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter gives a brief explanation about the litcratu1rc studies that arc related 
to this proje,ct. Literatu re study approach and information ,;bout mu ltimcdin nrc stntcd 
inside it. This chapter includes also some analysis on the operat ing system . digitnl 
imaging tools, multimedia authoring tools and some of the ex is.ting or similar systems. 
Chapter 3: 111ethodology 
This chapter gives a brief discussion about the software de elopmcnt life cycle 
and project development methodology. It will explain the proc:css model that is going to 
implement in th is project. TI1c methods of in formation gathcri111g nrc al o included inside 
it. 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
This c!hapter describes the nnnlysis of functionnl and non-functional 
requirements. It discusses about the hardware and . oOwnrc requirements for this project. 
This chapter also considers about the development tools and technologies that are going 
to apply in this project. 
Chapter 5: Sysum Design 
This chapter discusses about the system functionality design as well as user 
interface desiglil . 
Chapter 6: SyYtem Implementation 
This chapter includes a functional project where the system requirement nnd 
design model o f a system will be covered into it. l mplcmcnt~tion comprises of n system 
design structure to a computer readable system. This system will be evolved from 
scratch design to executable application. 
Chapter 7: System Testi11g 
TI1is chapter emphasis the system testing where it is one of the important phases 
to authenticate whether the fini shed product has meet the prcdct1em1inc speci fication and 
requirement. 
Chapter H: J)li, ·c11.\'Sio11 """ Crmc/u.,·ion 
This c:hapter is 11 closing for the entire pha!-c~. An o ~:rull w mmc:nt nbout the 
6 
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developed system will be given which include~ the prohk ms encountered during the 
system development and recommended solution to the pnrticulnr ~1roblems will be given. 
This discussion will also touch on system strength . . system limitation and future 
enhancements. 
1.7 Summary 
UM Presentation is a project where it gives brief information about University 
Malaya to various types of users. This chapter wi ll give some introduction to the project. 
states the project objectives and scopes. A project schedule for this development procc. s 
is included insiide it. The fo llowing chapter is chapter two that will prc~ent the litcrnturc 
review to fac il i1tate understanding of the proposed project. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 lntroducticm 
A literature review is an important part of the proj1ect. Study about the 
knowledge and information related to the proposed project are needed to develop the 
system. This study allows developers to find information and do some researches 
regard ing to the project title. It indicates findings, analysis of the findings. and 
summarization of the findings as well as the synthesis of the proposed project. The 
purpose of doing this is to let the users get to know what knowledge und ideu!> hn e been 
established on the topic and also include thei r strengths and dcfr.:cts huscd on the topic. 
Basically, the I itcrnturc review performs the fo llowing important tasks:-
• It allows the developers to assemble complete and relevant information which 
arc relmtcd to the project's development. 
• It give:s the developers the chance to study more on the: subject rcle ant to the 
project and sec how others have approached the subject area. 
• It will give the chance to investigate areas that developers may not huvc th ink 
about before and to read through the subject. 
• It will bring the opportunity for the developers to survey on some of the existing 
similnr projects und other re levant' ork~ th 11t have hecn idonc hcforc. 
• It ' ill nllow the developers to compare the ex isting projt~ct~ to gain the ideas and 
knowh!dgc. This m:tion can help the dcvel npcr~ in order to de clop the project. 
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• The purpose of research, particularly litcrnturc ~vic.·\\s. is not simply to collect 
infonnation. Developers should be nblc to t\dd nny useful values or attractive 
ideas to the information sources and mnkc the project bcncr. 
• It will allow the developers to get bcncr undcrstandiing of which software 
development tools available and are going to be use in developing the project. 
Litcratuire study is very important because it helps to make sure that all the 
relevant information is well collected so that the development can be done efficiently 
and effectively. Basically, this infonnation can be categorized into two main parts:-
• Factual information - this information will form the contents for the UM 
freshmen starter pack. In the UM presentation, these in formation describe ho" 
users <!Specially a new student who enter the university,, can have dctnil. ahout 
the university by pictures and video clips, some information about the fncultic~ 
and facilities, map guidance, information about oricnimion Wl'ck and so on. 
• Technical informat ion - this information is used to 1technically develop the 
multimedia presentation, such as information on pnrticulnr multimedia software 
development tools (Swish 2.0. Macromedia f lash MX, Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
and so on). 
TI1rou.gh the literature study. developers can broaden their point of views to 
understand more ideas and useful information related to the particular subject :irca. All 
of the informntion should b1; nnulyzc before implement the information inside the 
project hy the' developers. 
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2.2 Literature Study Approuch 
To gather useful information related to the project. there are various types of 
available information sources and materials that can be refer from, such as World Wide 
Web (WWW), the Internet, journals. reference books, digital media like CD-ROM, 
previous thesis and so on. The approach towards the above subjects is very important to 
complete this p1rojcct. 
Among the information , WWW and the Internet contribute the most in formation 
to the developers. In this technology era, web pages play important ro le in providing the 
information nec!dcd by the researchers. Search engines that exist in the intemet cnn help 
the researchers to find in formation quickly and functionally. 
Refcrernce books and joumals arc very useful in hc1lpi111g to shnpc n litc.:rnturc 
review because it normally will high light the range of perspectives or area of emphasis 
researchers have developed and contain comprehensive bibliographics. 
Dcsidc:s, previous theses inside the faculty's document rocom have provided many 
useful ideas and knowledge in order to help developers ttO develop the project. 
Developers can refer many kinds of information from these these and get the ideas of 
how to complc:te the project. 
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2.3 M ultimedi21 
2.3. l Definition of M ult imedin 
As the inamc implies, multimedia is the integration of multiple forms of media 
that are used to convey an idea, concept or purpose. These media includes text, graphics, 
audio, video and animation. Any combination of two or more elements can be 
multimedia. Multimedia is an integrated package for effi cient presentation of 
information. F1or example, a presentation involving audio and video clips would be 
considered a "multimedia presentation". As the information is presented in various 
formats, multimedia enhances user experience and helps grasping information better nnd 
faster. 
Other than presentation, multimedia provides interactivity. By using intcrnctivi ty 
which involving the users, more knowledge is retained, fa r ~norc than the rntc for most 
other instructi1onal methods. f orms of interactive multimcdiu include Web sites, CD-
ROMs, programs, presentations, tutorials, help sections, and even gnmcs. 
2.3.2 Elements of Multimedia 
The clements in an intcmctivc mult imedia include text, gmphics, video, audio 
and animation . Below arc some explanations of these clements. 
Tex t 
Text h; the most hnsic multimcdiu clement which provides information to u er . 
There nrc lots: of ways tn presenting the text. Users can change the ~ty l c . . si1cs. fonts as 
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well as formats of the justification according to 1hcir wi!\h. Di lk~nt types of styles with 
different color can emphasis the important pun of the informatfon. With multimedia 
technology, text can be combining with other medin in n grent and meaningful way. 
There arc four kinds of text, such as printed text, scanned text, electronic text and 
hypertext. Text needed in this project should be standard to show the well organization 
of the information and contents. 
Graphic 
Graphic or image is one of the essential elements for a pairticular multimedia. lt 
has a significant impact on the visual impression of the certain pro~cct. The graphics also 
plays an import.ant part to represent the information in a different way. There nrc muny 
functions of the graphic such as explaining a concept, illustrating a chnn. nnd so nn. 
There are two types of graphic, vector and non-vector graphics. Vector graphic is shape 
made of lines t10 create either two or three dimensional objects. I\ non-vecior grnphic i. 
image that created or obtained from digital imaging devices such ins camern and scanner. 
Audio 
Audio or sound is one of the imponant feature in multimc:di n. There are two type 
of sound whic.h is mono and stereo. Sound plays an important role to attract people 
while presenting the mult imedia project. It can use as emphasizing some ccnain points 
of the mult imc·d ia prcscntntion. Sound also used to noti fy or alarm user. Without sound. 
u mult imediu presentation will become silent and not dramatic. For example. ambient 
sound is pl11y1i.:d from the bcgin11i11g unt il the end of prc~ento tion ns the h:i kground 
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music. The buttons of the multimedia prcscntnt ion haw some: tlllldio effects to attract 
people's attention so that they will continue c~plore it. 
Video 
Video is one of the imponant elements of multimedia. Video is a representation 
of a numbers of frames sequentially which have slightly differeint among each frame. 
When these frames display rapidly in a sequence, it will make the object appear to be 
moving. Normally video gives impact to the multimedia applications. By using this 
element, the muiltimedia presentation will look more reality and being alive. 
Animation 
Animation is another element of multimedia. Animation can he in two or three 
dimensional form s. It is a process of displaying a numhers of drnwing f rnmes. These 
frames arc sliglhtly different between each other. Displaying the frnmcs sequentially can 
show the mov(~ment of certain object. Generally, animation is measured in frame per 
second (fps). Animation can improve the presentation becn1usc it manipulates the 
information fui:1ctionally in order to attract people nttcntion to the presentation. 
2.3.3 Alh•untaj.!CS of Mu lc imcdiu 
The advantages of multimedia arc listed as below:-
Enhunc:cmcnt of Text Only Prc~c11tution: Multimedia enhance!> tc>.t only 
presentations hy mJding interesting sou11ds and compelling visual . 
Improves over Trmlitio1111I Audio-Video Prc!>cnltltion ~:: Audience nn.: more 
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attentive: to multimedia presentation thnn traditional pn~Sl'ntnt ions done with 
slides or overhead transparencies. 
• Gains and I !olds Attention: People nrc more interested in multimedia 
presentation which combines the elements of text, audio, graphics, video and 
animation. Communication research has shown that the combination of 
commu1rtication modes (aural and visual) offers great.er understanding and 
retention of information. 
Good and Easy Navigate for "computer-phobic": Those who are intimidated by 
computer keyboards and complex instructions arc more comfortable with 
pressing buttons with a mouse or on a screen. 
• Multimedia is Entertaining as Well as Educational : Multimcdin piny. nn 
important role and often used in many fields such as entertainment. commcrcinl. 
education and so on. The usage becomes more and more increasing hccnusc of 
its attmctivcness. 
Multimedia clements are widely used in the compu1tcr bnscd environment 
because of its user friendliness and interface enhancement features. The inclusion of 
multimedia clements on the presentation wi ll make it more fascinating and be more 
appealing to its user. 
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2.4 Opera ting !'"'ystcm 
An operating system is a program thnt acts as an interface between a user of a 
computer and tlhe computer hardware. The purpose of an operating system is to provide 
an environmen1L in which a user may execute programs. An ope:rating system controls 
the way in which the computer system functions. In order to do this, the operating 
system includes programs that 
• initialize the hardware of the computer system 
• provide basic routines for device control 
• provide for the management, scheduling and interaction of tasks 
• maintain system integrity and handle errors 
In general, the operating system 1s the first toyer of" sofiwnrc londed into 
computer memory when it starts up. As the fi rst software layer, all other software thnt 
gets loaded aft.er it, depends on this software to provide them with various common core 
services. These common core services include, but arc not limited to: disk access, 
memory management, task scheduling, and user interfacing. 
Since these basic cummon services arc assumed to be provided b) the 0 , there 
is no need to re-implement those same functions over and over again in C\Cr) other 
piece of sofhvarc that developer muy use. The portion of code that pcrfom1~ these core 
servic1.:s is cul led the "kernel'' or the opcrnti11 g system. Operating . ystcm kcmcL evol ed 
from lihrnric:; that provided the core serv ice~ into unending progrnm!- that control 
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system resources because of the early needs of accounting for ~ornputcr usage and then 
protecting those records. Herc arc some examples of operating sys1ems:-
• Linux 
• Mac OS (Apple) 
• Windows XP 
2.4.1 Linux 
Linux is an operating system that is totally free for everyone to get. Linux. 
started by Linus Torvalds is distributed along with its source code so that anyone ' ho 
receives it is free to make changes and redistribute it. Not only is it ok to make copic. of 
Linux, it's also fine to tweak a few lines of the source code as long as the user also freely 
provide their modified source code to everyone else. It is because: it is srnte under Linux 
community. 
Since it.s initial release, the Linux operating system has experienced rapid growth 
in popularity, 1overtaking proprietary versions of Unix and even beginning to challenge 
the dominance of Microsofi Windows. It has been deployed in applications ranging from 
personal computers to supercomputers to embedded devicess s:uch ns mobile phones. 
supporting a remarkable variety of computer hardware. 
It mai111 ly supports multiple users, password securit y, file permis ions, disk 
quotas (to limit u user's disk usage), transparent use of many storngc de ici.:s. even 
interconnected in u network by "mounting" them in the same root director) . ery 
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flexible network configuration, servers for telnet, Sl\1B file s~ stem . finger. flp. web. fire 
walling, packet control, lots of other advanced ncl\\ orking fentures. 
As an operating system, Linux has the fo llowing fcnturcs, great multitasking and 
process management, very good speed, flexible storage de ices configurations, very 
fl exible kernel confi guration because the kernel sources are freelly available, everyone 
can compile its own kernel based only on useful drivers for a specific computer, or a full 
kernel with support for many things, kernel modules inserted on-the-fly depending on 
the needs, very good stability and protection from the kernel, good support for the most 
known hardwarie pieces even if there is no support for some others. 
2.4.2 Mac OS (Apple) 
Mac OS, which stands for Macintosh Operating System, is Apple Computer's 
operating system for Apple Macintosh computers. Mac OS ~as the first commt!rcinlly 
successful operating system which used a graphicnl user intcrfoc1c. The Mncintosh team 
included Bi 11 Atkinson and Jef Raskin and Andy l lertzfeld. 
Mac OS combines the power and stabil ity of UN IX. O.encnth the eas) -to-use 
interface and 1rich graphics of Mac OS X is Darwin, an opc:n source UNIX-based 
foundation built on technologies such as FrceB D, Mach. Apache, :md GCC. Darwin 
provides a complete UN IX environment, with X 11 and POS lX services comparable to 
Linux or FreclJSD, including familiar kemcl. libraries. network ing and command-line 
utilities. 
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Programs on the Mac arc designed to worl... '' ~11 tog.ether . simplifying the user 
computing experience while taking on ever mm~ complex tnsks. Mac OS includes all 
the applications that user need to tnkc advnntngc of their computer immediately. Mac 
OS uses the digital lifestyle applications to manage cameras, and downloaded music. 
Mail , QuickTime and Sherlock ofTer user the best Internet experience. lCal and Address 
Book help user stay in contact and are even more powerful with a Mac membership. 
Mac OS includes applications for managing fonts, viewing PDF !tiles and DVD videos. 
editing text, performing calculations, managing printers, conne:cting to the lntemeL 
changing system preferences and many more utilities for setting up Mac. 
Built using many of the same technologies that power the !Internet itself. Mnc Ov 
X includes modern networking and support for standard protocol:s. This makes Mac 0 
X easy to inte:grate into any standards-based network, including existing Mncinto. h 
networks, Windows networks, and of course the Internet. Si~cc Apple de. ign !- both the 
operating systc:m and laptops, Mac OS X includes exclusive technology that gives usc.:r 
the best mobile: platform for them. 
2.4.3 WindoW'S XP 
Windo1ws XP is the latest desktop version of the Windows opc.:rnting S) stem from 
the Microsoft Corporation. It was mude publicly available ion October 25, '.WO I. 
Microsoft init ially released two versions: I lome and Professional. l lomc is targc.:tcd at 
home users, whi le Professional has additional features designcdl for busincs!-C!- such us 
network authentication nnd dual-processor ~uppon. The letters "XP" originate from the 
word Experience. 
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Windows xr Profcssionnl intcgmlt.'S thl' Slrt'ngths of Windows 2000 
Professional, such as standards-based security, nrnnngcnbil it~ . arid reliabi lity, with the 
best business features of Windows 98 and Windows ~ tillcnnium Edi tion, such as Plug 
and Play, simplified user interface, and innovative. upport services. This combination 
creates the best desktop operating system for business. Whether user business deploys 
Windows XP Pirofessional on a single computer or throughout a worldwide network, this 
new operating system increases the computing power while lowering cost of ownership 
for desktop computers. 
By safeguarding system fi les, Windows XP Professional mitigates many of the 
most common system failures encountered in earlier versions of Windows. A clcnncr 
work environment allows the user to be more efficient. Users can fi nd the crucial data 
and applications they need quickly and easi ly. If users expcri1cncc system fn ilurc or 
another signifiicant problem, they can use System Restore from Sufc Mode or Nornrnl 
. 
Mode to go bac:k to a previous system state, restoring opt imul sys tem functionality. 
Users will experience increased application compatibility when compured ' ith 
Windows 2000 Professional, and as more application fi xes arc rolled out, they ' ill be 
automatically available. Applicat ion compatibi lity modes wi ll potent ially allow 
thousands of :lpplicat ions to run that do not have applications fixes on Windows XP 
Professional. 
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2.5 Digital l m~•ging Tools 
2.5. J Adobe Photoshop 7 .0 
.. \dobe· Photoshop· zo 
Figure 2. 1: Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
Adobe Photoshop is a state-of-the-art tools with its comprehensive set of 
retouching, painting, drawing, and web tools. Photoshop complete any image-editing 
task efficiently. And with features like the History palette and editable layer effect.. 
which allow user to experiment freely without sacrificing efficiency. 
Photoslhop is a technical tool, for advance user, it car) almost crelllc nny tc~turc. 
20 image and can finely retouch on a photo. As Photoshop become more robust nnd rich 
features in every latest released, which makes it the best image edi ting sofh are in the 
market. 
Mixed-media professionals such as photographer~. Weh dcsignc~. und grnphic 
designers win not be disappointed in Adobe's latest incarnation of Photoshop. In this 
relea~c. Adobe aims hard at addressing the issues of file management, ca. ~ photo 
retouching, a11d smarter output for the Web. While Adobe mnnagc~ to !-ucccssfu ll~ 
addn.:ss these issues, it al so rcnwins true to its photo editing root . c\\ and impro' cd 
lc11turcs and tools such us 11 painting option und an enhanced hrush pnlcttc allow 
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Photoshop to build on its reputation ns the.! knding tnnl fl)r imng~ mnnipulntors. New-
school designers of wireless applicntions will smik " hen tht•y d iscover that Photoshop 
7.0 offers support for WBMP-formatted gTaphics. 
The enhanced brnsh palette allows users to create custom brnshes and save them 
as presets that can be accessed from the Tools options bar. Users can easily vary 
different aspects of the brush by changing the hue, opacity, or Jnow of the brushes for 
pastels, oils, anid charcoal. Photoshop 7 .0 also introduces a new Healing Brush and Patch 
Tool. With these tools, users can easily "heal" their images by removing scratches. 
blemishes, and other imperfect ions whi le preserving shading, lighting, and texture 
attributes. 
While Photoshop 7.0 introduces an impressive array of fcuturc!- that nllo" 
photographers, Web designers, and graphic designers to work. more cffccti cly with 
Web and wi reless devices, it also remains the leading too' for anyone scrious nhout 
digital imagin i~ . No other software package provides users with t:he ability to creme such 
high-quality images. 
2.5.2 J ASC Paint Shop Pro 9 
Palllt ShOP Pro 9 
_ ............ -
Vi~111·< · 2.2: .IA.\'(' l'ai11t Shop I'm 9 
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Paint Shop Pro is another tool for photo l'dit ing he~idl's tlfum Adobe Photoshop 
7.0. It continues to set the standard for nfTordnblc, pn.: frssionnl image editing. Version 9 
bui lds on Paint Shop Pro's legacy of creative innovat ion with a new suite of art media 
features, professional photo editing tools. and precision graphic design capabilities. 
There arc lots of features Paint Shop Pro provide for the photo editing. For 
example, Digital Camera Noise Removal Filter scans photos and. removes image noise 
while intelligently preserving image textures. Besides that, it can customize the noise 
removal by defining specific regions or color ranges, and then save results to presets for 
later user with !Photo from the same camera. 
The Symmetric Shape Tool allows users to create polygc:>ns and stnrs then edit 
them into custom artistic shapes. Users can edit shape properties at uny time, not just nt 
creation. The new Displacement Map Filter creates custom two1- or three-dimensional 
surface effects for graphics based on an underlying image. 
The History Palette tracks each command applied to an image, making it ensy to 
manage complex editing projects. Powerful Selection Undo functionality allows users to 
easily undo any individual editing step in a document 's history. As for the Resource 
Categorization, users can now organize their Paint hop Pro n.:. ourcc fil es by projects or 
subjects in Oc1<iblc resource categories. 
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2.6 Multimedia Authoring Tools 
The funct ion of the multimedia authoring tools is used to :assist the developers to 
create interactive multimedia presentation. There are many software have been 
developed to p1rovide more user friendly development environment for the users, hence, 
encouraging more developers to incorporate multimedia features onto their projects. 
Some authoring tools have been analyzed so that the most suitable tools can be chosen 
to develop the UM presentation. 
2.6. 1 Macromedia Flash MX 
macro m e dia· 
FLASH. 
IVl>C 
Figure 2. 3: Macromedia Flash ALX 
Macmmcdia Flash MX is the professional standard authoring tool for producing 
high-impact web experiences. This authoring tool is best used in creat ing animated 
logos. web sine navigntion cont rols. long-form animations, cnti ric fl ash \\ Ch sites. or c en 
web appl ications. New l'caturcs in Flush MX c11h1111cc the 11ppr0ii1chability. crcntivity. and 
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the power of Flash MX. Designers who require a higher k w l of control and inteb>ration 
with industry-standard design tools now hn e an unpnrallclcd crreutivc application for 
creating media-rich content. 
Macromedia Flash MX allows designers and developers to integrate video, text, 
audio, and graJPhics into immersive, rich experiences that deliver superior results for 
interactive ma1rketing and presentations, e-learning, and application user interfaces. 
Flash is the world's most pervasive software platfonn, used by over one million 
professionals and reaching more than 97% of Internet-enabled dlesktops worldwide. as 
well as a wide range of devices. 
New powerful features bui ld on this creativity and giving applicntion where 
developers access to new capabilities that make Flash MX a rohust nnd exciting 
application development environment. Developers can work with ndvnnccd scripting 
and debugging tools, built-in code reference, and predefined components to rnpidly 
deploy rich we:b applications. 
Flash IMX enhances creativity by providing designers with a higher level of 
control and expanded integration capabilities with a rich set of design tools. Ne' 
features help designers quickly create a broad range of content. Instead of focusing on 
how f'lash M)( works, they can give more attention to their dcsig,ns. U
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2.6.2 Swish 2.0 
C' 
SW1S H 
Figure 2.4: Swish 2.0 
To create wild and groovy Flash™ animations without using FlashTM. ' i. h is 
the alternative tool that has such abi lities to do so. Swish is so easy to use; designers will 
be able to produce complex animations with text, images, graphics and sound in no time. 
Swish has over 150 bui lt-in cfTects like Explode, Vortex, 31) Spin, Snoke and many 
more effects t•o enhance and replace hard work on creating complex effects .. wish hns 
tools for crea1ting lines, rectangles, ellipses, Bezicr curves, motion paths. sprites and 
rollover buttons, all in an easy-to-use interface. 
In terms of price, Swish is quite cheap and furthermore it has nice user friendly 
interface. Swish exports the WF file format used by Mncromcd ia FlashTM, so the 
animation wi II play on any machine that has the Flash TM player installed. "i h 
animations can be incorporate into any web page or import intci Flashrn. The) can al o 
send in un email, emheddcd in u Microsofi PowcrPoint presentation or include in a 
Microson Word document. 
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2.6.3 Swift 3D 
Figure 2.5: Swift JD 
wift 3D created for Flash. But then again, Swift 3D was originally huilt to. crve 
a demand created when Macromcdia Flash began coming on strong ns the lemkr in \\ Cb 
an imation. Out now the horizons have broadened for both Swift 31) nnd for Flnsh it. elf . 
. 
Designers have found that the Flash authoring tool serves as a grcut medium fnr 
deli vering dyrnamic and interactive content on more than just the web. 
Nowadays, there arc CDs, presentations, games nnd even TV programming that 
use vector graphics as the foundation for brilliant multimedia communicat ion. Where er 
vector graphi1;s go, Swift 3D fo llows. JD graphics hnvc been uiscd in a long period for 
television and video production. and now 3D continues to be a great method of creating 
such thing. So the next logical step is to begin incorporating television qualit) "'D effects 
into these other forms of visual communication. 
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This application is designed for p!.!opk who a~ in the hu:sincss of creating these 
various forms of multimedia communication, hut it is not nccc(fsnry to have extensive 
experience designing 30 animations, or have access to n fu ll suite of 30 software 
applications. Swift 30 brings to the table a pO\\Crful set of modeling and animation tools 
in a super-intuitive user interface so designers can spend time c1reating great 30 design 
rather than fighting the typical 30 application learning curve. 
2.6.4 Discreet 3ds Max 
Figure 2. 6: Discreet Jds Max 
Discreet 3ds Max, the world 's most widely-used pmfessional 30 modeling. 
an imation and rendering softworc, contains the essential high-productivity tool~ required 
for creating eye-catching animation, cutting-edge games. and distinct de ign 
visualizations. It raises the bar with some great nc' features and high! ) optimi1cd 
"orkflows thut wi ll enable us to be highly competit ive and get the \\Orl.. done on time. 
within budget. 
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There has lots of feature of making :mimation in Jd~ M itt \'.. Unique. weighted 
Animation Cont.roller Subsystem allows for multiple algorithms to drive any animation 
channel, including custom expressions. Curve Editor nnd Dope· Sheet control every 
animated parameter, with extensive filtering to isolate rele\iant data. Apart from that, 
Reactor® 2 allows full interaction of key framed and dynamically simulated objects 
including new Virtual Stuntman dynamics and improved fracture c:ollection. 
As for the modeling, Enhanced Spline/Patch workflow eliminates excess 
Modifier Stack operations, and includes intuitive cross-e\secticm functionality, reset 
patch tangents, and default filtering of interior edges. Moreover, Editable Poly 
improvements include the integration of Mesh smooth and a new lsoline Display mode 
that keeps the artist focused on building good model topology without having to icw 
every resulting polygon in the view port. 
3ds Max's legacy as a production workhorse is made' even stronger with cnrcful 
attention to th1~ most commonly used functions to make us faster, more efficient, and 
able to further stretch the limits of high-volume, high-quality production. The power 
behind UVW Unwrap has been unleashed to give artists ultinnntc control over their 
mapping coordinates, and Polygon Modeling has evolved to malke 3ds Max 6 the most 
comprehensive modeler on the market. Discreet's reliable, extensible, and best of all 
FREE network rendering and management utility backbumcr gives us control o er both 
3ds Max and combustion render farms without the need for costly custom solutions. 
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2.7 Studies on Existing Systems 
Study on the available systems is essential before devclop1ing any system so that 
the developer can gain a general knowledge on how to develop the proposed system. 
The strengths cmd weaknesses of the exist ing systems are analyz:ed so that useful ideas 
can be embedded into the proposed system. Below are some ci f the existing systems 
found in the in1ternet, which are useful as the references to provid1e the infonnation about 
the university and the ideas of designing the interactive stand alone multimedia 
presentation. 
2.7. t UM Website 
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This is the official website of the Uni crsity ~ \nln~ a. l'ht: website provides lots 
of comprehensive infonnation about the univcr. it~ where users can get bener 
understanding about the academics, facilities and other related information. The website 
interface is simple and straightforward. It is basically divided into five sections:-
• Overview: Mission, the VC, Senior Management. and His1tory of UM. 
• Acadennics: Academies, Faculties, Centre, and Institute. 
• Offices: Chancellory, Academics, Development, Student Affairs, Registrar, and 
Bursary. 
• Services: PTM, JPPHB, Library, Security, and Medical Centre. 
• Miscellaneous: Links, Campus Map, Routes to UM, f':lcilitics, and Places of 
Interest 
This is; mainly a website with details information about the university and tips 
that is usefu l for anyone. The design is simple but the most innportant attribute i. the 
presentation of all the complete information. 
Besidc:s, this website also provides a campus map to show people an overview of 
the routes cxilsting inside the university. Generally, this map is divided into 4 zones. 
When user clicks on each of these zones, a more details campus map is shown to the 
users. 
Stre11gths: 
• Lots <'1f informntion ahout the university is provided. 
• The interlucc anti design is simple und cusy to navigate. 
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• The color is nicely presented. 
Wetlk11esses: 
• Lack of multimedia content such as audio and animation, it makes the site looks 
plain and slightly boring. 
• There a.re too many information, it makes the site looks miessy. 
• The prc:sentation of information is static; it is hard to anract users. 
• There is no interactivity because it does not give users the authority to navigate 
through the campus map. 
2.7.2 Clear Advantage Title Inc 
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Figure• 2.8: Clear Advantog<: Title. inc. Official lf'<:bsitc 
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This website is analyzed from the nspcct of dc$igning th1.· interface ns well as the 
multimedia clements used. From my observation. this website provides several 
intcractivitics at its main page. 
At the top of the company page, there is a main menu for users to click and look 
through the website and find their desire information. The menu consists of several 
buttons for navigation purpose. Each button links to particular page which is loaded at 
the lower part of the page which is divided into a different frame. When one of the 
buttons is executed, this will invoke the lower frame and load related page which has 
short animation to represent the picture. 
This is a simple and user friendly web site. Information about the company is 
nicely separated so that people can easily get the information they want. Beside .• picture 
and animation arc integrated together and makes the web sites looks nlivc. 
Strengths: 
• Well structured menu which leads to easy navigation and user friendliness. 
• Good interface design. 
• Attractive short animations which can attract people's attention. 
Weaknesses: 
• This wch pugc looks a bit dul l. It only invokes the lo\ er part of the page if the 
button is pressed. There is no change on its main page. 
• There is only sound for the button. Luck of background music. 
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2.7.3 Kayfor Design Studios 
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Figure 2. 9: f.:ay.far Design Studios Offil'ia/ Wchsitl' 
.. 
This websites brings lots of idea on designing the multirm:dio pn.:scntution. Fro1T1 
the observation towards this company website. this company combines most of the 
multimedia clements effectively. The buttons are organi1.cd properly and clcarl . 
Furthermore, th is website has background music which allow. the u crs !Cl 
manipulate freely. It means that the users can choose several ~ong prO\ idcd b~ the 
website. In order for u~cr~ to do so, there is control panel situated on the tap of the p:igc. 
As for th1.: main menu, it is niccl) constructed bc;lo" the harmer. Lach button b 
link1.:d to an animated page which i ~ loaded at the main fram e "hcncvcr the button is 
pn.:S!->Ccl . 
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Strengths: 
• I ligh interactivity hccausc it lets the u~crs the nuthority to manipulate the 
background music. 
• The interface design is neat and well constructed. 
Weaknesses: 
• The space for the main content is small, not many information can put inside it. 
• Not much animation included inside the website but only the button of main 
menu. 
2.7.4 SupaLova Club 
Figurc 1. 10. Supa/ova (' /uh (~{/lt:iol ll'ch., ;1c.· 
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From the observation, this website is " ell constructed intn three frames. The 
main menu is situated at the right fr:unc, while the other t\\ n frames arc showing the 
content at the top and bouom of left side. 
This website provides high multimedia interactivity to attract and entertain the 
users when they are navigating through the website. Menu buttons are placed nicely in 
the page and each time the cursor roll over these buttons, these buttons will highlight 
with a transparency layer. The main frame is controlled with these buttons. 
Color used perfectly and it includes the sound. Below the menu, there is an 
animation showing for advertisement in the way of sliding. 
Strengths: 
• Buttons on the main menu is animated and sound is providl!d. 
• Interface design is we ll constructed. 
• Animation is provided and the website looks attractive. 
Weaknesses: 
• This wchsi te is time consuming. It is slow to be fully loaded by using standard 
modem. 
• There is no banner to sho\\ the (;Ompany name clearly. 
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2.7.5 Dream Dynamics 
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Figure 2.11: Dream Dynamics Offtcial ll'ehsifl• 
This website brings lots of creativity and idea on muking the multinu.:dia 
presentation more attractive. Animation is displayed when the websi te is loaded. 
Background music is provided so that the user will not feel boring when browse through 
the web site. 
It has high interactivity "here it allo,,vs the u. ers to customize the catalogue 
column wi th the choices belo\\ it. Lots of animation arc included and make the 
presentation look attractive. 
Strengths: 
• Color used b simple and nice. 
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• Customization is provided to nllow the u ~er~ custmni1r certain part of the web 
site. 
• 30 animation is included, more renlit)'· 
Weaknesses: 
• Information is few to compare with the other multimedia features. 
• Presentation of the information is not well constructed. 
2.8 Summary 
After review and survey that had been conducted, the strength. nnd wcnkne . . e. 
of the existing systems have been analyzed. Moreover, some of the operating system. 
digital imaging tools, and the multimedia authoring tools arq also been rcvic\ ed so that 
the most suitable tools can be use for the development phase. As a whole, literature 
review is very important to the development of th is project. Thus, all the relevant 
information are thoroughly analyzed and reviewed. The next chapter will focus on the 
methodology used during the development of this mul timedia prcscntnt ion. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
A methodology is a systematic way to accomplish certain tasks and it can be 
define as a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and documentation aids to help 
the software developers speed up and simplify the software development process. 
The methodology consists of several phases. These phases guide the system 
developer to select suitable techniques in order to adopt in their development process. A 
methodology also helps the developer to plan, manage, contro l and cvalunte the project. 
Besides, system development methodology is also known ns a collection of 
techniques for building model-applied across the system development life cycle. A 
model is a process of system development used by systl!m developers to dcscrihe their 
approach in producing a proposed system. The objectives of a methodology nre listed as 
below:-
• Record accurately the requirements for the proposed project. 
• Provide a systematic method of development so that progress can be observed. 
• Produce a system that is well documented and easy to maintain. 
• Provide an indication of needed changes as early as possible in the development 
process. 
• Pmvide a systl!m that is user-friendly. 
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3.2 Softwurc Development Life Cycle 
A software development li fe cycle model reprc!'cnts the signi ficant phases of a 
project development from the beginning until the project is finished. Typically a life 
cycle model addresses the fo llowing phases of a software project; that is requirement 
phase, analysis or specification phase, design phase, implementation phase, integration 
phase, maintenance phase and retirement. The life cycle model plays an important role 
to make sure the smoothness and well organized operations of a proposed project. There 
are several types of software development life cycle models which cnn be u~ed to 
develop a software or system. These models are listed as below:-
• Code-and-fix li fe cycle model 
• Waterfall life cycle model 
• Rapid prototyping life cycle model 
• Iteration and incremental life cycle model 
• Extreme programming 
• Synchronize-and-stabi lize life cycle model 
• Spiral life cycle model 
3.2. 1 Codc-und-fix life cycle model 
This model is implemented without requirement~ or specifications nor any 
nttempt nt dcsign. Instead. the dcvclnpcrs cun simply apply the coding ond re' ork it as 
muny tinH!s us nccessary to meet tlw client \ needs. This approach i!-> shown in Figure 
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3. 1, which clearly displays the absence of requi rements. sped ficnt ions. and design. 
Implement the 
first version 
Modify until -+ - ---., I 
client is satisfied -+ - 1 I 
I I 
I I I 
I I I 
----- - I 
I 
I 
Postdelivery 
maintenance 
I 
+ -~... Development 
- - ~ Maintenance Retirement 
Figure 3.1: The Code-and-fix life cycle model 
This model has its disadvantages. This model may work wel l on small projects. 
but it is totally unsatisfactory for products of any reasonable size. The cost of the code-
and-fix approach is actually far greater than the cost of a properly specified and 
carefully designed project. Besides, maintenance of a project can be extremely di fficult 
without specification or design documents, and the chances of a regression fault 
occurring arc considerably greater. /\ It hough it is the easiest way to develop software. it 
is the most expensive way to complete the proposed project. 
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3.2.2 Waterfall life cycle model 
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Figure 3.2: The walerfall life cycle model 
The waterfall life cycle model was first put forward by Royce I 1970]. Figure ".2 
shows the feedback loops for maintenance while the product is being de eloped. It also 
shows the feedback loops for post delivery maintenance. A critical point regarding the 
waterfall model is that no phase is complete unti l the documentation for that phase has 
been completed and the products of that phase have been approved by the . of\ ware 
quality assurance (SQA) group. 
The waterfall model hus lots of strengths. It includes the condit ion thnt the 
documentation is provided ut cm;h phusc and the requi rement that all the products of 
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each phase be carefully checked by SQA. Besides, it is kno" n as documl:ntat ion driven. 
I lowever, this model has its own weaknesses. Typisnlly, the specification 
documents arc long, detailed and quite boring to read. The cl ient is usually inexperience 
and unfamiliar in the reading of software specifications and often misunderstand it. 
There is a considerable difference between the way a client understands a product as 
described by the specification document and the actual product. 
3.2.3 Rapid prototyping life cycle model 
The prototyping model is developed with the assumption that it is often difficult 
to know all of the requirements from the beginning of a project Nom1ally. user, know 
many of the objectives that they wish to address, but they do not know nil the nunnces of 
the data, nor do they know the detai ls of the system features and capabi lities. The rnpid 
prototyping model allows for these conditions. It offers a ~evelopmcnt uppronch that 
produces results without first requiring all in formation up-front. 
When using the prototyping model, the developer builds n simplified version of 
the proposed system and presents it to the user for consideration as part of the 
development process. The user in tum provides feedback to the developer \ ho will go 
back to refine the system requirements to incorporate the additional infom1ation. 
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Figure 3.3: 'fl1e rapid prototyping l ife cycle 11uul<!I 
The first step in the rapid prototyping li fe cycle model depicted in Figure 3.3 is 
to build a rapid prototype and let the client and future users interact and experiment with 
the rapid prototype. Once the client is satisfied that the rapid prototype indeed does most 
of what is required, the developers can draw up the specification document with some 
assurance that the product meets the cl ients' real needs. 
A major strength of the rapid prototyping model is that the development of the 
product is essentially linear, proceeding from the rapid prototype to the deli ered 
product. Tiu.: feedback loops of the waterfall model are less likely to be needed in the 
rupid prototyping moc.Jd . It is because the working rapic.J prototype has hccn val idated by 
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the cl ient· therefore it is reasonable to expect 1hat the resultinc specification document , , -
will be correct. 
3.2.4 Iteration and Incremental life cycle model 
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Figure 3.4: The iterative and incremental life 9 1c/c model I 
Figure 3.4 shows the development of a software product in four increments. 
There arc di fferent worknows which performed over the ent ire li fe cycle. There nre five 
cove worknows, the requirements worknow, analysis workno, , design workOO\\ . 
implementation worknow, and test workOow. 
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lncrern ent B 
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Figure 3.5: The iterative and incremental life cycle model II 
At the beginning of the iterative-and-incremental li.fc cycle, the requi rements 
workflow predominates. These requirements artifacts are extended and modi fied during 
the remainder of the life cycle. During that time, the other four work flows predominatl!. 
Every workflow performed from one increment to another increment. Planning and 
documentation activities are performed throughout the iterative-and-incremental life 
cycle. Besides, testing is a major activity at the end of each iteration. 
3.2.5 Extreme Programming 
Extreme programming is somewhat controversial new approach to softwar~ 
dr..:velopmcnt. The first step is that the software developer determines the various 
ft.:alllres the c..:l ient would li ke the produt:t to support . For each fc:11urc. the client wi ll be 
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informed by the developer how long it will tnkc to implement t~nd how much it will cost. 
The client selects the features to be included in cnch successive build using cost-benefit 
analysis. The proposed bui ld is divided into smaller tasks. Test cases for a task will be 
draw up. The developer will implement the task, ensuring that all the test cases work 
correctly. Then task is then integrated into current version of the product. 
There arc few features of extreme programming are somewhat unusual which are 
listed as below:-
• The computers are put in the center of a large room lined with cubicles. 
• A client representative is always present. 
• Software professionals cannot work overtime for 2 successive weeks. 
• There is no specializat ion. 
• Refactoring or design modification where the design is modilied while the 
product is being built. 
Even extreme programming has been successfully used on a number of small-
scale projects, however, that docs not necessarily that it can be used for medium- or 
large-scale c;oflware products. Extreme programming is one of new paradigms that arc 
collectively referred to as agile process. It is less emphasis on analysis and design and 
with implementation starting much earlier in the life cycle. because \\Orking sofmare is 
considered more important than detailed documentation. It is responsible to changcs and 
always collaborating wi th the client. 
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3.2.6 Synchronize-and-stabilize life cycle modd 
This model is basically used hy Microsoft. The requirements analysis phase is 
conducted by interviewing numerous potential cl ients for the package and extracting a 
list of features of highest priority to the cl ients. A specification will be draw up and the 
work is divided into three or four builds. Each build is carried out by a number of small 
teams working in parallel. At the end of each day, all the teams synchronize, where they 
will combine the components to test and debug the resulting product. At the end of each 
build, stabi lization is performed to detect faults and then freeze the builds. 
These steps ensure the various components are always working together. The 
developers can obtain early insight into the operation of the product and can modify the 
requirements if necessary. 
3.2.7 Spiral life cycle model 
The spiral model is actually a rapid prototyping life cycle model with each pha e 
preceded by risk analysis, as shown in Figure 3.6. It shows that before commencing each 
phase, an attempt is made to mitigate the risks. If all the ri sks cannot be mitigated. the 
project is immediately terminated. Un
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Figure 3.6: A simplified version of the spiral llfe cycle model 
The full spiral model is shown in Figure 3.7. The radial dimension represents 
cumulative cost to date and the angular dimension represents progress through the 
model. Each cycle of the spiral corresponds to a phase. A phase begins by determining 
o~jecti ves, alternatives, and constrain of that phase. This process results in a strategy for 
achieving the objectives. This strategy is then analyzed from the viewpoint of risks. 
After the risks arc succcssf ully mitigated. the next development step is staned. 
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Figure 3. 7: Full 5piral life cycle model 
The spiral model has a number of strengths. The emphasis on alternatives and 
constraints supports the reuse of existing software and the incorporation of software 
quality as a specific objective. Besides, it is easy for th is model to judge ho\\ much to 
test for certain speci fie phases. 
There arc restrictions on the appl icability of the spiral model. This model 1s 
intcnckd exclusively for internal development of large-. cu le soft\\ are. Often it is 
udoptcd for internal or in-house sonwarc only. 
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3.3 Methodology Consideration (The \\1atcr fa ll Model) 
Typically, each of the suggested life cycle models has its ovm strengths and 
weaknesses. Thus, careful selection is required to ensure that the process model selected 
is the most suitable model for the proposed project. After analyze these approaches. lhe 
waterfall model is chosen to be implemented in this project. This model consists of 
several important steps which are listed as below. 
Requirements Phase 
Requirements phase is the very beginning phase of the project development. All 
the system requirements needed to develop the project have to be identified. f unctional 
requirements, non-functional requirement and technical requirements arc nL o identified 
in this phase. This phase plays an important role for developing the project. If the 
developer does not handle this phase well. the product may not meet the cl ient 's ncr..:ds 
and there wi ll be a ri sk where the client refuses the product. 
A11a~1·sis 
Analysis is the second important phase in order to develop the proposed project. 
Research and analysis need w be done to some existing systems which have similarity 
with the proposed project. Thi !> hl'lps the developer to get n better under. tnnding and 
km)\\ kdgi..: uhout the stn:ng.th!- and "C<Jkncssc!;. Besides. the requirements gathered from 
the: previous phase need tn he: unalyi'cd. In formnt ion i!> gatht:rcd h~ the developer in 
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order to develop the proposed project successfully. 
Design 
The purpose of th is phase is to transfonn the requirements statements and the 
results of the analysis into design specificat ion~ for construction. It addresses how 
technology will be util ized in the proposed system. Program layout which is designed to 
build the program is embedded in th is phase. System functionality design and user 
interface design are shown so that the implementation pha~c can be done smoothly later. 
Impleme111atin11 
In this phase, the real system is implemented. System designs arc transferred to 
useful and meaningfu l codes using proposed system wols. Every program built will be 
tested to ensure that it meets the specifications needed. 
Post Delivery Mai11te11a11ce 
After the proposed pro.i cct is fi nished develop hy the developer, it \ ill del ivered 
to the cl ient. There is certain! ) a phusc \ here the developer n eed~ to give comm itment 
to the client for further serv i ce~ or in other word. thc post delivery mnin tcnuncc. The 
purpose of th is phase is to main tn in thc product if there un: u11 y clrnngt: !> required from 
the el icnt. 
Overall , \\atcrfo ll model b implenll.:ntcd in t hi~ pro ject hccuu1.,c it i ~ u familiar 
1111 <1 ·om11um llM:d lik t•ycl,• 11 u11 kl , it fhllow .. the pmccs., scq11 1:111i11l1) . lk vclnpcr cun 
ni:urnl't.' lht' cll•vclopr11crll pr(l(,·css r ffct'tiwly und ef'ficicntl y. b ach ph ti\C nr prm:c"" i" 
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stable because it has its own unique functionality which provides clearer infomrntion to 
ensure the development process can be done smoothly. Besides, modillcmions cnn be 
done within each phase. It means that if there arc any changes for the project in earl ier 
phases, there will be a feedback loop where the developer can maintain the phase until it 
meets the expected outcome. 
The waterfall model is document driven where the documentation is done from 
the beginning until the end of the project development. Documentation is very important 
because it makes the post delivery maintenance to be done easily and smoothly where 
the developer docs not need to take time and trace back to find where the problems 
occurred. 
3.4 Information Gathering 
For this project development process, methodology plays an important pnrt to 
gather information and resources. Several different methods or techniques have been 
used to analyze the project, obtain the infonnntion needed and related materials 
regarding to this subject. These methods include brninstorming. internet surfing. 
consultation with supervisor and book references. These techniques arc di scus~cd briefl y 
below. 
3.4.1 Uruinstormini.t 
Start ini.; from the prd im i1111ry SI age. 11 hrni 11~t llrr11 in ~ M.:ssion ha' been held to 
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gather information about UM presentation bHsed on pcrsonnl view nnd k.nowlcdg~. The 
purpose of th is action is to gain the understanding of the concept hchind the project. 
Brainstorming among friends triggers creat ive ideas. These ideas have defined the basic 
functions that this presentation should perfonn. Gathering among course mates is useful 
to produce ideas which can be integrated into the project. The identified ideas are then 
justified so that the functionalities will enhance the idea transformation process. 
3.4.2 Internet surfing 
The internet is a knowledge and sources repository which plays an importan t part 
tn the information gathering process. It has become one of the major sources for 
obtaining the latest information. It is the convenient , economical or cost effective, time 
efficient and easiest way of accessing and gaining information. carch engines such ns 
Yahoo and Google ure used to obtain plenty of infom1at ion. 
3.4.3 Consultation with supervisor 
Consultation with supervisor provides the basic understanding of the project und 
it helps to validutc the problems face. Proper solut ions cnn be identified to sol e the 
problems. Besides, the discussion process gives in depth undcrstnnding of the project 
scope and help to identify the system requirements. 
3.4.4 Book rcf erences 
The library is the trmJitionnl ' ny to uht 11i 11 the MHtrcc of information. It hns 
become one of lhc opt inns for collecting 11scl'u l i11forn111ti n11 from varioui. rc lmcd hook!\. 
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The traditional reading strategy helps n lot in the development process. Th~!'\! nre many 
theses which have done by senior students arc stored in the faculty's dncum~nt room. 
These theses provide the general guidelines to help in this project's development. 
3.S Summary 
It is important to model a software development process because it reflects the 
goal and objective of the sofiware development. The description of development process 
fonn s a common understanding of the activi ties, resources and constraints involved in 
software development process. Besides, the process which represented in a form of u 
model helps to discover inconsistencies, redundancies and omissions in the process nnd 
its constituent parts. Every process should be tailored for the special situation in ' hich it 
wi ll be used. Building a process model helps the developm~nt team understand ' here 
the tailoring is to occur. The fo llowing chapter will discuss about the system analysis in 
detail. 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
System analysis is the learn ing of a system where its components act as the 
precondition to the next process, the system design. System analysis is the early phase in 
system development. Essent ially, system analysis is a problem solving technique that 
decomposes a system into its components for the purpose of studying how well those 
components work and interact to accomplish their purposes. The aim of system analys is 
is to obtain a great understanding of the requirement specifications and to dc~crihc those 
specifications that the resulting designs and implementat ions arc easy to maintain. 
4.2 System Requirement Ana lysis 
System requirement is a feature or description of the function of the propo cd 
system which is capable to be implerncntcd by the developer in order to fulfil l the 
system 's purpose. The us1.:rs' ne1.:ds of the system arc clearly de fi ned. The broad outl ine 
and technology used in the system development ' ill also be clurified. A ftcr analy1ing 
the gathered inform11tion, the rcquin.:mcnts ror the proposed project arc scpamtcd into 
two puns. which nrc fun ctional requin.:mcnts nnd non functional requirement\ . Annly~i~ 
on the system rcquircmenb i" cry important hecnuse if the developer i ~ fai led to do ~o. 
the fo llowinl' problem~ ' ill he 11ppc11r:-
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Home Module 
This module is the main page of this multimedia presentation to give the user 
general idea of the whole system. It contains a main menu and it allows the users to 
select which module they wish to enter to get more information about it. 
Overview Module 
This module wi ll show an overview of the universit y. Its content includes some 
of the important information about the un iversity, such as Mission, The VC, Senior 
Management and llistory. 
Orientation Module 
This module function s as a collection of all information nbout orientation week 
for the university's first year students. Students can get better understanding of the 
activit ies and things needed during the orientntion week. 
Academics Mod11le 
This module wi ll let the users to nuvigutc through the campus mop to vie" 
informution uhout the existing academics such us 11c11dcmics und fuculties. Cach 
ucudcmy inside the mup i ~ clidwhle su thut u-:cr cnn click on it to get more in formmion 
ohout the ucmlemics. 
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Colleges Module 
This module will enable the users to navigate through the campus mnp which 
shows the information about it. Users can interact with the map where more information 
will provide after the users have clicked the button inside the map. 
Facilities Module 
This module will let the users to view more information about the university's 
facilities. Users shall be able to get better understanding about the faci lities provided by 
the university. 
Miscella11eous Module 
This module consists of other information about the university. In formation such 
as UM song and Route to UM will be included inside th is m,odule. More photos will he 
provided to let the users getting more information about the university. 
4.2.2 Non Functional Requirements 
Non functionul requirements arc not directly concerned with the specific 
function delivered by the system. Non-functional requirements describe about other 
features, chnructcristics as well ns constraints thnt define n satisfactory system. Although 
the non functional requirements ure suhject ive, they urc us imponont as functional 
requirements in the system dcvclup111cnt process. Different t)1pes of non functionnl 
rl·quircmcnt.., nrc listed ns below:-
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User Interface 
The proposed system is required to have an interface " here the interface is 
specifically intended to allow the users to access the internal components of the system. 
This interface which is created by the developer is not too complex for the user. With 
the appropriate combination of colors and graphics, the interface will anract the user to 
explore the system. The users can just using the keyboard and the mouse as the main 
input for this system. Graphical User Interface approach should be used for better visual 
efTect. 
User Friendliness 
User friendly is an essential criterion for the case of usage. The u~cr friendly 
interface is important to help the users to use the system confidently and do not 
encounter any difficulties. It is easy to understand by all tr pcs of users and they can 
access the system without any conflicts. Therefore, an appropriate menu will be 
provided to give the users an overall view of this system. 
Reliability 
A system is considered reliable if it docs not produce dangerous or costly fai lures 
when it is accessed by the users. In other words, if the applicat ion system. son" arc and 
hardware do not cnusc any tmncccssury foi lurc nnd downtime when users u c it in a 
proper way. the system is said to he rclinhlc. 
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Usability 
The system must be convenient for the users to use. Complex and unnecessary 
steps when accessing the system should be avoided. 
Response Time 
The better response time should fall wi thin interval time for retrieving any data 
or information. A system should have a shorter response time so that the users will not 
spend too much time wait ing for the information loading. It is to make sure that users 
will not get bored. 
Maintainabili~y and Expandability 
Maintainabil ity is the case with which a program can be corrected if on error is 
uncounted, adapted if its environment changes, or cnhance.d if the customer desires a 
change in requirements. A product is maintainable as the program is easily modified nnd 
tested in the case of updating a process to correct errors or move to a difTcrcnt computer 
system. The architecture und design can be extended if necessary amendment is required 
in the future. 
Easy Navigation 
The urrangcmcnt of the system interface and information has to he well con~truct 
so thut the users will not fnce uny difli cult ic~ when nuvigutc the system. In other \\ords, 
the n11vig11tion design sh()uld he clear and simple. 
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Interactivity and Manageability 
Interactivity is one of the main aspect or fcnturc to nnract users of the 
multimedia system. Appropriate level of interactivity should mnnagc by the developer to 
let the user to communicate wi th the system. The system should be able to manage 
easily without occurs too many problems. 
4.3 Ha rdware and Software Requirements 
The basic requirement to develop a system is the hardware and software 
requirements. I lardware und software requirements descri be the constraints 0 11 computer 
and development support soflware to ensure the system development process is able to 
carry out. Wi thout hardware and software, the system wi ll not be implemented by 
developers smoothly. This section discusses about the hard~vare and soft, arc that arc 
required for the system development for the developer side and user side. The hnrdwarc 
and software requirements arc listed as below:-
4.3.1 Developer Side Requirements 
Hardware Requirements Software Requirements 
• Intel Pentium IV Processor l .7Ci ll7 • Window~ XP Profc!-sional 
• 256 MO RAM (Opcrn1i11g System) 
• 40 GB I lnrd Dis!.. Dri c • Digital Imaging ·1 not 
• <.irnphic C'urd • M11lti111cdi11 Authorinr ·1 nob 
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• Stereo Speakers 
• CD-RW Drive 
• 1.44 MB Floppy Disc Drive 
• Mouse 
• Keyboard 
• I 7 Inch monitor 
• Digital camera 
• Other standard computer 
peripherals. 
Table .J. I: Developer Side Requirements 
4.3.2 User Side Requirements 
llnrdwure Requirements oftware Requirements 
• Pentium Ill Processor 800 Ml lz. • Windows Mc / 2000 I XP 
and higher 
• 64 MB RAM and above ( 128 MB 
re com mended) 
• I 0 GB I lurd Disc Drive 
• Cir.iphic Card 
• Stereo Spcukcr!I 
• CD-ROM 
. 
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• Mouse 
• Keyboard 
• I 5 Inch Monitor 
• Others standard computer 
peripherals. 
Table 4.2: User Side Requirements 
4.4 Chosen Development Tools 
4.4. 1 Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
ChnptN 4: ~m Analysis 
·-- ----
Microsoft Windows XP Professional is the most suitable to be used as the 
platform to view this multimedia presentation. This latest Microsoft operating system 
has better functions, fost, lots of compatible software, compnred from other 0 . It is 
more reliable and up to dutc. 
Reliability 
The best part of Window XP is its abil ity to prevent any errors from occurs. 
Even though error still ex i st~. it wi ll stop the program·~ proces~ ' hilc not to disturb an) 
other running process. It nlso hns the huill -in repairing !-ystcm to return the sy~tcm back 
tn normul. 
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Mobility 
Mobile computing is simpler and more efficient with Window XP Professional. 
It means that users can work anywhere, anytime and much more saving time while 
increasing productivity. Latest mobile operating system which is currently using 
Window Palm XP is much more efficient and easy-to-use than other operating system. 
Even an 0 2 PDA using Windows XP as its platform. 
Manageability 
Windows XP Professional is easier to deploy, manage and support. Ccntral i1.cc.I 
management utilities, troubleshooting tools, and support for self-healing appl ication'i nil 
make it simpler for all users to manage their computers. Furthermore it is cheaper thnn 
other operating system. 
Security 
Windov.rs XP Profcssionul provides very tight security features to protect 
sensitive data. Now it has wireless networking capabil ities by adding support for the 
IEEE 802.1 X security protocol. Accessing to the Internet will never be this easier with 
Windows XP Professional. 
Internet 
The fumil iur uo;er interface of' Window:, <JK 11nd the cupubilit ic-. of lnicrnct 
hxplnrcr 6. makes using the Internet und the locul desktop a un ified U\er experience. 
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This user interface with integrated search capnhil itics mnkcs infomrntinn search much 
easier. 
Usability 
Windows XP Professional is a combination of Windows 2000 and Windows 98. 
Using windows 2000's power and security while using the trad itional ease of use of 
Windows 98. 
Hardware 
Windows XP Professional lets people to take advantage of new hardware 
devices, such as those with universal serial bus 2.0 (USO), ICEE 1394 (FireWire), IEEE 
802. IX, nnd Oluetooth. It also support for existing hardware makes Windows XP 
Professional ideal for home-use and large company as well. 
4.4.2 Adobe Photoshop 7 .0 
Adobe Photoshop 7 .0 will be used as a main digital imaging development tool 
for th is mult imedia prescnt:llion. it is a cry udvunced and commonly used graphic 
program that allows all fonnuts of images such us GIF, JP 1, PCX, BMP and many other 
image formats to be imported. edited. customized and changed. 
As un overall , Adobe Photoshop 7.0 is the prn fC,~ ional i1nugc-editing . tnndnrd. 
helps the ' ork more eflicic111l y. c~plorc new crcutivc option~ und pmduce the highcM 
quality images for print, the Wch 11nd nnywhcrc else. Creutc exceptional imagcr) with 
cnsicr 11cccs1' to lilc c1 11111 , strc11111l i11 ctl Wch dcsil 11. fo t.t tcr. pmfc~sion11l -q 11 11 l i t y 
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Adobe Photoshop 7.0 enable images to be opt imized nnd dccrensing the sizes of 
the images to dramatica lly reduced the loading time. lt lets u~crs to create rollovers 
easi ly allowing images to change when the mouse is placed over the image. Apart from 
that, Photoshop also offers many other advanced features for the greater enhancement of 
interactive experience. 
4.4.3 Macromcdia Flash MX 
Macromedia Flash MX is chosen as one of the mult imedia authoring tools for 
making some interesting two-dimensional animation. It is an important tool because of 
the famil iarity this software. 
Macromcdia Flash format is currently the most widely used vector graphics and 
animation format on the web today. The recent additions of non-proprietary formms 
such as SVG may, in time. give web designers a choice of. vector graphics and movie 
fo rmats. Flash movies are distributed as SWF fil es, a compact binary fil e fonnot thnt 
requires an additional browser plug-in to be uv~1ilublc in order for the movie to he 
viewed. 
With Mucromcdin Flash MX. l can spend less time coding und more time 
designing forwnrd-thinking new projects. Using the Ochuviors Puncl und the nc\ data 
connectivity fenturcs. I cun eusily add interactive dcmcnb to thi ~ th csi~ ' ithout coding 
n thing. 
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4.4.4 Swish 2.0 
Besides than Macromedia Flash MX, Swish 2.0 has hcen chosen for making 
animation, too. Swish is bas ically jam packed with features that mnke producing 
stunning interactive Flash animations a simple and painless experience. There are many 
features that make Swish so powerful such as scripting where no coding is requi red. 
Swish is bundled with over 230 built-in cfTects. These efTects can used to make 
animations with text, images, graphics and sound simple and quick to produce. There 
are advanced set of drawing tools provided and complex Shape editing option making it 
easy to modify the shapes. 
4.4.S Discreet 3ds Max 
Discreet 3ds Max hns been chosen to be an authoring tool to make the thrcc-
dimension animation. The reason to choose this software is this is common used 
software which has many features to bui lt animation easil y. Three-dimensional 
animation is more reality compare with two-dimensional animat ion. 
4.5 Summary 
This chuptcr d i ~cus~c ' ubnut the system rcquirc1ncnt where the functional 
requirement uncJ 11011-fu11ctionul requirement me u11uly1cu. I lurcJwnrc and '-Oft\\urc u~ 
well us the clm:-1e11 development tool:-; nrc ulso im.: ludeu inside it. 'J he fo llowing chnptcr 
' ill di~c11 ss 11ho11t ~ystem dcs i ~11 . 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Int roduction 
System design is a process to convert the conceptual ideas from requirement 
specification in system analysis into more technical specification. System design is 
necessary in order to determine the features of the system components, processes and its 
appearance to the user. 
System requirement defined in the previous chapter is now translated into n 
system design spccificution to build a complete and executable system. The ohjcctives 
of system design arc listed as below:-
• Specify logical design clement - Detai led design specification with specific 
logical clements that describe the f eaturcs of a system. 
• Meet user's requirements - Meet user need in term of appropriate procedure and 
performance. proper presentation, accurate and reliable results and overall 
reliability. 
• Ease of use - Build un easy-to-use with ergonomic design that requires favorable 
humun engineering. phys icully comfortable nnd contrihutc to user cfTcctivcncss. 
To creute u well stnactured and interesting system, desi gncr hn.., to be ere at ivc o 
th111 the finul outcome wi ll nttrnct users to use the developed sy~tcm frequently. Besides, 
designer needs to h11vc more k1H1\, lcdBC n11d experience in the areu. 'Jn gnin more 
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experience and knowledge, designer should nlways nnnly1c nnd rc\lil' " other e:-..isting 
systems. 
Besides designing skills, selecting appropriate sofh are tools for the system 
developing also plays an important role. With the help of convenient multimedia 
development tools, clear and sharp clements can be created and designed. This chapter 
will show about the now of system that is going to develop. System design specification 
includes the fo llowing issues: 
• System Functionality Design 
• User Interface Design 
S.2 System Functionali ty Design 
The arrangement of the structure chart shows the relation between modules in 
this multimedia presentation. It is used to show the activities that existing in the system. 
The main part of the design is to focus on the system functionality design. DifTcrcnt 
designers will upproach the system functional ity design process in difTen.:nt wnys. 
System functionality design is presented in a fom1 of hierarchy chart. It is used to 
identify the mujm mm.lute~ that net cm dntu ut the high levels of the UM Pn.:~cntation . 
The co111po11e11ts nt high level cnn he broken into s11h module~ or "uh functions if 
necessary. 
Typic11 ll y. the Utv' prcl\cntutinn' ill hove the f'ollowinB rnodulcs: 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
l lnuw 
Home Module 
Overview Module 
Orientation Module 
Academics Module 
Colleges Module 
Facil ities Module 
Miscellaneous Module 
U' 1 PrC"unhtl ion 
Figure 5. 1 Structured Chart of UM Prese111a1io11 
-l '" \I J 
l "·~"~: .. : ....  I I ..... ~. I 
tJl\ 1 t•t t"wnt•tlon 
-N -c=J [ ,.,.... 1 -l , ·· .. I 
L, ······I •·r I 
FIJ.:un• 5.2 Full S1r11c1w·NI <'hart of UM /'"'"''1•111utlo11 
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5.2.J Home Module 
This module is the main page or muin interface of this multimedia presentation. 
It contains a main menu and it allows the users to select ' hich module they wish to 
enter to get more infonnation about the module. 
To make it more attractive, a flash animation as an introduction for the whole 
system is added. Anyway, user is allowed to skip the animation by click on the "Skip 
Intro" button. This flash animation is actually simple and attractive. After the an imation, 
user will directly go into the I tome interface. 
~" .... ""'"''"'·· ! 
l ...... 
( I'" 
"''' 
Flg11r1· 5.3 Flrmclwrr <~( on'<'·'"'·ln>i rlw 111ul1111w1111 
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5.2.2 Overview Module 
This module will show an overv iew of the university. lt i. di\ idcd into smaller 
modules or sub modules which arc Mission, The VC, Senior Management and History. 
• Mission is a sub module which shows the user or the University Corporate 
mission und objectives. 
• The VC is a sub module which is introducing the Vice Chancellor of the 
University Malaya. 
• Senior Management is one of the sub modules to show the senior management of 
the university. Photos arc included so that users can get to know their faces. 
• I listory is a sub module to show the detail history of University Mal::iyn. 
~I.on 
I h,· \ C 
C " ""'"'' l 1w11,·n1 
- 1 
' ' . --- ~ l t111111111r' 
( I \ H 
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,\ ... ,,,,,, 
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5.2.3 Orientation Module 
This module functions us u collection of all information about orientation week 
for the university's first year students. Students can get better understanding of the 
activities and things needed during the orientation week. 
• It consists of information where the first year students may gain more knowledge 
related to the orientation week. 
• Students shall be able to have better understanding of what is needed and what 
should prepare for the orientation week in University Malaya. 
S.2.4 Academics Module 
This module will let the users to navigate through the campus map to view 
infonnation about the existing academics such as academies and facult ies. Each 
academy inside the map is clickable so that user can click on it to get more informat ion 
about the academics. 
• This module lists up links to each faculties and academics. Each link consists of 
four sub modules which arc Buckground, Course. Photo and Video Clip. 
• Buckground is a sub module which will show an introduction of . ome 
background of the ucadcmics. 
• Course is a sub module which provided the U'lcrs more infonnation nbou1 the 
courses provided on each 11c11dcmy. 
• Photo is n suh module ' hich ' ill let the u~crs to view photo~ of the academics 
such us huildini:t ,. 1<urro11ndi 11~ 11ml etc. 
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• Video clip is another sub module to provide video clips tak~n hy devdoRcr for 
the users to get better viewing of each academic. 
, ,, 
l 'l >Ol(J 
Figure 5.5 Flowchart of accessi11g the academics module 
5.2.5 Colleges Module 
This module wi ll enable the users to navigate through the campus map which 
shows the infc>rmntion ubout it. sen. can internet with the map \\here more information 
will prnvitle 111ler the users hnve cli1,;ked the button i11sidc the rnap. 
• Users shnll he nhlc to get better undcrstunding about cuch residential college 
i11sidc University M11l11y11. 
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• This module lists up links to each college. Ench link con~ist ~ ~f th~'C sub 
modules which arc Oackground, Photo and Video Clip. 
• Background is a sub module which wi ll let the usas to get more information 
about the college such as faci lities inside the college and also the contact 
information. 
• Photo is a sub module which will let the users to view photos of the college such 
as building, surrounding and etc. 
• Video clip is another sub module to provide video clips taken by developer for 
the users to get better viewing of each college. 
l'hOIO 
( '"'•1.'tl 
( •lfll('lll 
--.... (0111111111· 1 • 
l "" ( I \ II 
"'' 
Fig 11n• 5. 6 F/owcl"'rt of occr.\'\'ing 1 lw collrgl'.\ · 111od11/c 
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5.2.6 Facilities Module 
This module will let the users to view more infonrnllion about the university's 
facilities. Users shall be able to get bener understanding about the facilities provided by 
the university. 
• This module wi ll provide a list of links to each facility. 
• Simple information about the faci lities as well as photos and video clips will 
provide for each faci lity. 
5.2.7 Miscellaneous Module 
This module consists of other information about the university. Information such 
as university's song and route to UM will be including inside it. More photos will he 
included also to let the users getting more information about the university. 
• Users shall be able to get better understanding about other information of the 
universit y. 
• University's song is a sub module exists inside the module. Lyric wi ll he 
provided while the song is plnyed so that users can get to heur the song and learn 
it faster. 
• Route to UM is a suh module ' hich provides <.lilTercnt route., to show other 
people how to go to the uni crsity. 
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R o 111.: 10 L1M 
Figure 5. 7 Flowchart of accessing the misc:el/a11eo11s module 
5.3 User lntcrfocc DcsiJ!n 
User interface design is the specificat ion of a conversation between the user and 
the computer. In designing user interface, the most important th ing is to create and 
design the screen or display. Interface arc very important hecuu~c it ullO\\ user to 
interact with computer to run the system. 
As \ e sec the imponance of intc.: rfocc, we nc.:c.:d to come.: out with u dc.:!->ign that i!'> 
mnking the.: w;cr 10 fc.:cl co11 vc11ic.:nt whc.:n they 11re 11sin~ the '•Y"lcm. ·1 o do thi!'>, there arc 
some g11idc.: lit1c!'> 10 folh)\ :m th11t the.: i111crfncc will he more 111truc1ivc 11nd ca!'>)' I () U\ C. 
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The guidelines arc as below: 
• Interface must be easy to understand and to use. 
• Interactive interface will give user a good experience of using. 
• The use of icons must be consistence and according to the functionality. 
• Objects and clements within the interface must be organized. 
• The use and combination of color must suitable. 
The system interface will give the first impression to the user about the system. It 
is the most important part of the system. It will be easy for the users to navigate the 
whole system when the system interface is user friendly and easy to understand. Few 
layouts arc designed roughly before the actual system comes out and it i!i cnsy for 
further system implementation. 
5.3. 1 lntcrfocc design for Home Module 
This is actually the most important module compnre to other modules because it 
will be the first page when user starts accessing this puckugc. It will give user the fi rst 
impression for the whole system when user looks ot it. In this page, user is allowed to 
choose which modules they want to proceed. 
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Content Animation 
Figure 5.8 l /ome Module User Interface 
5.3.2 Interface dcsiJ!n for Other Module 
Other than I lome module, there are six more modules existing 111 the UM 
presentation. These modules have a similarity in the user interface because this will help 
the user to easy navigate and easy to understand the process. Not many changes done to 
the user interface so thut uscr cun get to knO\ the system well and get familiar with it. 
To uvoid user fed boring when they hrr" sc through the prc!-cntation. intcrc. ting 
uni motion will sho" n on the ri tr side of the user intcrfocc. Sound' arc intcgrntcd in it 
ulso. 
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Sub modu le Content Animati on 
Figure 5.9 Other Module User lntelface 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter discusses about the system design interface generally. Desides that , 
this chapter also discusses about the features of the modules in UM presentation. Un
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter wil l descri be the implementat ion phase of the UM Presentation, in 
which the major concern is on how the application has been implemented. System 
implementation is an important phase to change system requi rement and system design 
into workable system. The implementation phase focuses mainly on the architect ure of 
the appl ication, and at the same time. the operation of the prototype to achieve the gonb 
and how the proposed presentation meets the design. In addition. the conccpb nnd 
techniques used to implement on th is presentation wi ll be reviewed in this chapter in 
order to give a better icw of this UM Presentation and its operations. 
6.2 System Development Tool 
System development tool is the main considcrution ' hich "i ll give the effect to 
the progrJm. As a result . choosing correct development toob "ill mnk.c the procc~~ of 
system impleme11tntio11 hecrnnc more cOicient and fu.,tcr. I 11rt hernwrc. thi~ wi ll incn.:a~c 
thc reliuhility of the progrnm. 
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6.2.1 Hardware Requirement 
• Intel Pentium IV Processor I .7GI lz 
• 256 MB RAM 
• 40 GB I lard Disk Drive 
• Graphic Card 
• Stereo Speakers 
• CD-RW Drive 
• Mouse 
• Keyboard 
• 17 Inch monitor 
6.2.2 Softwurc Requirement 
• Microsofi Wi ndow XP Professional 
• /\dobt.: Photoshop 7 .0 
• Macrorncdia Flash MX 2004 
• Swish Max 
• Oiscrct.:t Jc.b Max 
• othink SWF Ot.:compilcr 
• win JI) 
• Sound l·orgc 7 .0 
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6.3 System lmplcmcntution Technique 
This is to describe how the proposed specification can be turned into workable 
system. Many multimedia authoring tools were used in order to implement the UM 
presentation. Out of those development tools, Macromedia Flash MX 2004 played very 
important part and was used as the main development tool. Technique used for the 
system implementation wi ll be described in details. 
6.3.1 Discreet 3ds Max 
This ~ofl\ arc played nn important part in designing the complicated 30 object~ 
that arc hard to create by macromedia flash. From modeling into animnting 30 ohjecb. 
this software provides such grent techniques for it. This section wil l shm' how those 30 
objects created and what techniques were used to model it. One of the technique~ used 
was designing the 30 map of UM and Cell huding technique. /\ general intcrfocc of 
discreet 3ds Max is shown on the following page. 
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Figure 6. I General /111e1face r~( Jds A/ax 
Modeling the UM Plate Stamping Machine 
The Stamping Machine was mudl! using standard primitive gcomctr~. <.:) lindcr. 
The head stamping. its screws. und the rod arc eyl inders. Except for the "ires and the 
stumping hook arc used with some spc.:cial 11.:chniques provided with in Jds Ma\. The 
model of Stamping Much inc i ~ ~hrm 11 on the.: fo llowing page. 
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Figure: 6.2 The Stamping Afachinc 
Dynamics Object 
For the wires. Dynamic Object was u~ed . There arc mnny W:l)\ to create th~ 
wires. In th is case, n dynamic object. spring wus used. 
• ... :.&., 
:- •• \I 
IW'hf .!..it#!111rn1.mtw• • I ------~ 
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Figure 6.4 View of the earliest sprinK 
Al the earliest stnge of the creation, the ohjcct still 
doc. not look like wire surrounding the rod. In order to do 
so, the Spring parameter has to be altered. The spring 
parameter was set like below: 
• Oinmctt.:r 80.0 (how big the curl) 
• Turn - 3.0 (how many curly circle created for 
the spring). 
l e I I "'1 r 1·w 
f~ l\•1t n n'-'\' •_.. r, n()l, tl'\• \I 
'' "" " '~" I v 
r IA '.>•" I~ '. l'(Jn'O•'ll • 
. , .,.,.,., , ... "WJ 
' • IHI r ' .. ..... , 
,... ''· · ~ r s--0-........ , 
' ''"'"'"' 11 ~ t• 
• ~J... ,,, 
,.. A r " v..,. 4'.)I w.,. 
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Cloning Objects 
In modeling, cloning is used to duplicate same ohjcct to sn' ~ time. Like the 
object wire itself. In the development, three wires nrc set for the stamping machine. So, 
the cloning method was used. 
On top view of workspace, while holding the shift key. the spring object was 
rotated around 120 degrees. It is because an equal distance can be made between wires 
since there arc three wires circling to be made around the rod. After the wire was 
rotated, a popup named clone options wi ll appear to define the new spring. 
aone OJ>tions ~I) 
Obiect---
r. Copy 
r Instance 
r Reference 
Name Spnng02 
r . .. 
OK _ Cancol j 
Fi~11re 6.5 Clone Options 
The creat ion procccd~ hy cl icking the ok hutton. A nc" spring object " ill 
appear. The thi rd spring object wa~ also mudc using the same technique~. 
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Figure 6.6 Wires created using Cloning tech11iq11e., 
Editable Mesh 
As stated, an edi table mesh is an object which can be edit freely citht.:r tht.:ir 
veniccs, line, or its faces. This method used to creme hooks for the stamping machine. 
At first, the hook was only a mere box. To change the box into an cd itnhlc mesh. 
3DsMAX provide cusy change by choose an editable mesh in the modifier list. 
I Modliet uit 
'~ ~. 1•: •• , • ,\ . . 
8011 
~ I ll I \· a I G':! 
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Extrude a11d Bevel 
To create the hook, there arc two techniques used ' hich arc c:--truded and Be cl. 
I t""4nf1til._. LI•• 
~9 ~£;~."::::"' Cdg. "'"°" p~ -· r .. m9'"'\ uo.. - -
~ I II I .....,, e I G":i 
r ::' =· ==:;;:::;s;:::";:l9C:;:tJOn==;= ===:" 
r ( + !l oh e ;t;Otion 
I - Ii C"M o...,..,,..," c.-- _J 0.1.... J 
All_.... _J o .. ..,.... J 
Orv.de_ j _ I " "' j 
r
,- . 100 : J 
u .. v... .J 10 0 : J 
I N0<m.a te o • ......, r- \.<>...., 
I ~-c:·j r · ~~ '] ,...... n .tW"Mllt C ncl• 
I ~-6(1 I .... ..... I 111 I : I ' " '\J"'l I r.r--- : I . .. ,. •• 
Figure 6.8 Extmde and Bevel 
In the beginning process, there's only a box. By clicking the extrude or be cl 
button, changes made to the box might change totally its original shape. 
Fiµw·t• 6. V 1.;.x1rudt• Modt• 
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Figure 6. JO Bevel Mode 
Modeling the other JD objects 
There arc few 30 objects was created using the same techniques as creat ing the 
Stamping Machine. Right after a model ing the object, there fil e was saved nnd export 
into a 3DS file format which later will be used by wift 30 to be converted into 30 
vector graphics. 
6.3.2 Swift 3D 
This sofiwurc is also a 3[) graphics program like 3d~ Max. ·1 he rCU!,On wh) it i 
not used ao; u modeler und animator bccau"c it lacks of functionali ty compared to 3d. 
Max. De'\pitc or all that, there i ~ still a hcncfit of using thi~ soflwnrc since it can change 
the 31)S file into n file thnt c:1111 he used hy l111sh without lo~ing it ... qu 11 lit ) . m ... hall 
k11ow11 11:-: veclor graphics. 
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Figure 6. 11 Sw((t JD illlerface 
For creating building for the map of University of Muluyu, there arc three 
primitive object used. There arc box, sphere, and pyramid. 
r.:1~~ !!C~~~ 0~~ ~1~~ ;i~ _I ~ r.::-
~c· lc• 11~1.'t, Iva"' J t •lo r,t l I Jrr I:• 11: I 1 • • 
Fi~urc 6 / _ Sw(ft ] /) prlmilh 1( ' ohjc•t f,\ 
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The map in the active view port was set to top position nnd th~ other one set in 
side position either lefi/right or front/back to see the building po. it ion nnd set it parallel 
with the road. 
Top · Active 
Figure 6. 13 Map in the Swift JD workspace 
Exporting into SWFT fllefomwt 
When the modeling nnd animating is done. it ' ll be exported inw WFT fom1a1 n 
vector graphic with CcllShading. WFT format \ as taken instead of. WF which nash 
MX famil inr with because of siz.c of the fi le. WFT generated fil e nc:irly 7 times smaller 
than SWF. 
The uninrntcd object wi th be handled hy Preview and l·xport l·ditor "ithin "ift 
3D. Thi~ is \ here C'cl lSh11di 11r und it~ complcx it ) c 1111 he .,ct hen:. 
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Figure 6. J 4 Preview and Exporl Editor 
6.3.3 Mncromcdia Flash MX 2004 
fl ash is the main application u ed to create the project. I !ere not only impon ing 
30 gruphics but also interactivity for the program was implemented. 
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Import & Export Files 
·-
Flash MX cannot import 30 object directly from 3ds Max and create 30 
CcllShading object. Thus model ing and animation were mode under 3ds Max, animation 
and CcllShud ing under wif\ 30, und imponcd to Flnsh. 
Fi~111·1· 6.16 1-:.Xp<>rt in~fllr 
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The imported file then automatically stored within flosh lihrnry. ln the library, 
the file was dragged and placed in appropriate frame or layer. 
II • Project 
II • Color Mxer 
II • Component Inspector 
II • Behaviors 
II .., Library - ACAD 
121 items 
·. 
Name 
-
. ~ 
.. . -
[Q Business er. Accountancy. swft 
[Q Cutur&I Study.swft 
[Q dentlstry.swft 
[Q Economic l!r. Admlnlstrabon.s ..• 
~ Education. swft 
[Q Eno1neenng.swft 
~ Fae Ll!W.swft 
[Q Fae Sdence.swft 
[Q FSKTM.swft 
[Q In The Map 
~ Invisible Return Button 
[Q LMQUaoe & L.hgulstlc.swft 
[Q Malay Study. swft 
~ rnatriculat10n.S\llft 
[Q Medcne.swft 
[Q Return to Map Bbnk.or Anlm 
~ Return lo Map 1 ext 
Thumbnoll Dbploy Anlm 
~ Ml:iC Prol}ortlo .. 
iH.:J O a::J < 
l • 
Knd 
" MovltD 
Movi4 O 
,. 
Movk 
Movie 
Movie 
Movie 
Movie 
Movie' 
Movlt 
Movie 
Butte 
Movk 
Movie 
Movk 
Mov11 
Movie 
Grapl 
Movk 
f!oldcv 
> 
Flg11r1• 6.17 Flash /,lbrm:i• 
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UM Presentation is a lurgc system to build using mncromed i:1 nash. ·1 o make it 
easier, there arc separated into difTcrent nash files. Each fi le represents di fferent 
modules and functions. There were some fi les "hich conwincd hcU\') in formntion li~c 
map description. JD ohject~ nnd animation, those tiles \\ ere funher scparntcd into more 
detniled fil e~ so that each individual flash rile would 11nt hc ton hctiV). 
Ever) single file "'""' lin~cd togl·th1.:r. l·or example. h) cl icking a hutton in~ i dc 
the home page will then hwd the: othc.:r !\f11.:ci lit pngc that " 'er "ant tn ' ic" . I e hn iquc.: 
used to opply this action is l11ycri11 ~· und 11ctio11 ' crip1i11 r . Action 1.,cript ;, \Cr) impon:rnt 
tu crn1trnl till' systl'lll h'111urt~ 111HI cnmpo11c111 ... . Helo" i1i 11 11 cx 11mple 11c1ion ... cript 1h111 
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exiting inside the nash fil es:-
stop(); 
loadMovic("NA VIGA TE.swr', I); 
6.3.4 Swish Max 
The technique used from this ~oftware v.as the efTect. Text efTect can be made so 
easily because this software has many existing effects. What I need to do is to right click 
on the above of the text. There would come out a li st of effects for me to implement on 
the text. 
6.3.S Adobe Photoshop 7 .0 
Adobe Photoshop is a graphic editor which is used to create static and 21) imngc. 
for UM Presentation. This soft \ arc al lows all kind of techn ique:~ in modifying th~ 
image. such as scale, rotate. sharpens a11d etc. Using thi. software ul lows ~~ stem 
developer to create and design the images more efficiency. 
6.3.6 Sothink SWF Decompiler 
It i ~ useful suftwan: whith it can dcrnmpill: m1y cxi,t ing nash upplications und 
get the: dntn c ·isting inside it. A ftcr the tL·ch111qul' tif dcco111pilt11ion hus done. de' eloper 
<.:1111 ta1'e uny of the dntu l'Xi:-ting i11 ... id1: the 11pplic11ti<111 '11th II' 'nund\, inrngc~. font ~. 
tl':'\l!\, lrnlton:- 1111cl m:1in11 :.nipt:-. Most or thl' lllll ~ i c i:, t11l Cll by using this soft\\ an: and 
implc1111.:ntcd i111t1 l IM Pn.:,1.·111111io11 . 
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6.3.7 Sound Forge 7.0 
Sound Force is an audio editing tool to modify nn) mu. ic or sounds. By using 
this software, audio that was taken from the Soth ink WF decompiler wi ll imported 
inside it. Any changes or editing can be made such as volume. reverse. mute. invert and 
etc. The result ing audio can be expor1cd as a MP3 fi le which will then imports inside 
flash files. 
6.4 Summary 
This chapter explains the importance and details of the system implementati()n. 
Each part of the system irnplerm:ntnt ion process hus to he carefully conducted in order 10 
ensure that the fi nished product can be operated with an~ errors. Genera ll y, the system 
implementation phase will take longer time than other phase!>. This is due 10 a 101 of time 
has spent to learn the nc' development tools before the system can be created. 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is to make sure the quality of UM Presentation. It is an interactive 
process to evaluate the effectiveness of a program in executing its functions. The main 
purpose of this phase is involved the process of validation and confi rmation of the 
system to ensure the system hns meet the standard requirements and running without 
errors. Moreover, testing process \viii require developer to remove errors and bugs that 
could cause reliability problem to the system. 
System testing is the most important task to make sure that the fi nished product 
will confonn to the initial requirement of the end user. Through out the testing process, 
the specification, design and program wil l be reevaluating to ensure that it is error free 
and work accord ing to specificat ion. In system testing, !here arc some principals based 
on the testing objectives. The principals arc lis1cd as below:-
• To find possible errors occurred in the system which have not yet discovered. 
• To reveal difTcrcnt classes of errors with using n minimum amount of time and 
cfTort . 
• To ensure the funciicml\ uppeur to he working uccon.ling lo the propo ... cd 
spcci ficnt ion. 
• To dcmu11s1rn1c thnt hch11viur 11nd pcrformnncc 11ppc11r to h11vc hccn 1111.:1. 
• To correcl 111l 1hc errors ond hugl\. 
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Therefore, a well perfonn system testing is cnpnble of dc:tecting t!tTOrs that 
cannot be traced during system analysis, system design, and system implementation 
phases. 
7.2 Types of Faults 
Testing process make sure each of every function that implement within the 
software run smoothly and correctly. It is very important to detect all kinds of possihlc 
faults that cause the errors while the program is runn ing. Those errors that might huppcn 
arc: 
Docume11tatio11 Fault 
Documentation fault occurs when the documentation· docs not match with ' hnt 
the program actually does. The documentation is deri ved from the progrnm design and 
provides comprehensible description of what the developer would like the program to 
do. Out in the other hand the implementation of those functions is faulty. Such fau lt can 
leud to a creation of other faults lutcr in the program, while people tend to believe the 
documcntution when examining the design to muke modificution. 
Al1:oritltm/c fault 
This error occur~ when n component 's algorithm or logic doc!> not produce the 
proper output for 11 gi en input hccuusc somethin lt i'> wrnn~ v.ii th the procc!l!>ing !>tcps. 
These kinds of fou lt" or errors 11rc sometime~ c11sy to detect hy ju'>t reading th rough the 
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program or by submitting input data from different clns. cs of dntn thnt the: users cun 
expect the program to receive during its regular working. 
Compilation Fault 
Compilation fault is due to mistake made during the coding process. This error 
can be traced during compilation where the bugs caused by syntax error can be 
identified by the compiler and giving warning. This error can be detected with a straight 
forward manner and can be repaired instantly. 
logic Fault 
Logic fault will occur when the program produces an output that is out of 
expectation because the program cannot execute certain function correctly. It cun detect 
when the output turns out to be di fTcrent from the original design. This kind of error can 
be detected by the developer or the user but sometimes it is difficult to trace. 
Capacity or Boundary Faults 
These faults will occur when the system's performance becomes unacceptable as 
system activity reached its specified limit. 
Timing ur Caar1/lm1tim1 faults 
In developing rcnl -timc program. a crit icul con~ i dcruti on i' the coordinotinn of 
sevcml processes executing sin111lt 1111cously or in 11 carefull y defined ~equcncc . 1 iming 
foult ~ o ·cur whcn thl· code cnmd i1111ting these event., is inadcquutc. 
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Throughput or Performa11ce Faults 
These faults occur when the system does not perfonn at the speed prescribed by 
the requirements. These arc timing problems of a different son. Time constraints are 
placed on the system's perfonnance by the customer's requirements rather than by the 
need for coordination. 
Hardware and Software Faults 
Fault can arise when the supplied hardware and system software do not actually 
work according to the documented operat ing conditions and procedures. 
7.3 Testing Phases 
Generally testing involves several phases. There ure three phases of testing, 
which arc unit testing, module testing, :md integration testing. A fier a program is 
completely implemented. it wi ll be tested under unit testing. Module testing wi ll start 
when all the programs under a part icular module have heen completely tested under unit 
testing. The integration testing is to recover errors ussocioted wi th interfacing when 
integrnting nil the modules. 
7.3.1 Unit Tcstin~ 
Uni t tcsti111 i ~ to test the progmm in cuch mudulc independently. The purpose i$ 
to disce1vcr the d i ~cr~pnnc ics hct' ccn the module lntcrlhcc spccilicutinn tmd it;, uctual 
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behavior. This process enables the developer to detect errors in ending nnd logical 
mistakes that arc contained within the boundary of the module. 
Testing involving interactions between modules are initially avoided. There are 
many buttons in UM Presentation, especially in the map of UM. Unit testing has been 
conducted by testing each button on every page to determine whether it works as 
programmed. Each of these buttons are created with a behavior to react such as sound 
will be heard when the users cl ick on the button, changes of the appearance and also 
movements when users roll the mouse over these buttons. This approach is to give them 
some hints that the buttons arc cl ickable n to lead them to their desire page. 
In order to test whether all the buttons in the map of UM and buttons for the 
main menu arc work properly, each of the buttons have to be tested on cuch page. This i ~ 
to ensure that these buttons wi ll nb le to lead the users to the correct page. 
7.3.2 Module Testing 
In UM Presentation, there arc 7 modules, which is I lornc, Overview, Orientation, 
Academic, Colleges. Facilities and Miscellaneous. Ench of these modules has to be 
tested carefully to avoid uny problems during dclivcmblc phase. These modules can be 
tested from different aspects which ure listed a~ hclnw:-
• Interface 
Testing the intcrfncc to ensure th11t i11 for111ut io11 flows properly into and out of the 
pmgrmn unit. All the hu1tu11.; 1111u icon'> 11111,1 he well urg1111 i1cd, ~o th111 they can 
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work properly. 
• All possible independent program paths are executed 
It is to make sure that the navigation, propagation and control structures are 
implemented correctly in the program. 
• Boundary value analysis 
It ensures that the module operates properly at the boundaries established to limit or 
restrict its processing. 
Module testing helps to correct the errors occur in the enti re sub modules. A fow 
errors were identified and corrected after carrying out unit testing. 
7.3.3 lntcgrntion Testing 
Once un it testing hus been completed. all the individunl units arc combined into 
n workable program. TilC integration is planned und coordinated so that \\'hen nn error 
occurs, there ure some idcus of where the error could have been occurred. Integration 
testing is n systematic technique for constructing the program structure while at the same 
time conducting test to discover the errors associated with the interfaci ng. 
The gout of currying out th1.: integration testing is to tuke unit tested componenb 
ond huild 11 progrnm structure th111 hu.; hcc11 dictntcd by tht design. 'I hi~ testing wi ll 
ensure th111 cuch module is 11mmgcd 1111d fu11c tio11i11! correctly. 
The 11pprcmch u~ed in intcgmtio11 tcsting is the bottom up integration. The bottom 
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up testing is the popular approach used for merging components to test the larger 
system. The bottom up integration testing begins construction and test ing with modules 
at the lowest levels of the system and later moving upward to the modules at the higher 
levels of the system. These approaches are repeated until all the components are 
included in the system. 
This approach also has been used to test other sub modules in Overview module, 
Orientation Module, Miscellaneous modules and etc. Finally all the modules wi ll be 
integrated to the main menu. 
7.4 System Testing 
System testing focuses on the functionality of the system and to ensure that the 
system is functioning well under a larger system. It is based on the system functional 
requirement and it checks that the integration on the system perform it functions as 
specified on the requirements. There arc many types of testing a system. 
Performance Testi11g 
This testing veri fies that the system npplicntion meets the speci fic performance 
efficiency ohjectives. Thii-. testing u:rnully involved the hnrdwnrc as well u~ the ~onwnrc 
performs in the :-:ystcm when the system pcrformi-. the function required hy the propo~cd 
specification. The tc:-;ting process ' ill then turn to test the wuy in which those functions 
nrc performed. r11Us the Jl\!rformuncc testing mldresscs the non f unctiunul requirements. 
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The purpose of the testing is to test the run time performance of this _ oflwnre within the 
context of an integrated system. 
Acceptance Testing 
This is one type in the testing process before the system is accepted for 
operational use. Its purpose is to ensure that end users are satisfied with the functionality 
and performance of the program. The system is tested with data supplied by the system 
producer rather that simulated test data. Sometimes, this testing is called as alpha testing 
and this testing process continue until the system developer and client agreed that the 
delivered system is an acceptance implementation of the system requirements. 
Functional Testing 
System testing begins with func tion testing, whereas the other previous tests 
concentrated on components and thei r interactions. The fi rst step ignores system 
structure and focuses on functionality. Objectives of this testing is to assess whether the 
application docs what it is supposed to do according to the proposed requirements. 
Usahlli~v Testing 
'l11is testing is to veri fy that the system is easy to use und user friendly .• uch 
tests consider the human element in system opcrutio11 . Tc~t engineer need~ to cvaluntc 
the applic.:ution from the prospective of the end ll '>cr. Test development cun\ideration~ 
for usnhility test incluclc npprn11chl'S where.: the.: 11 '>cr executes u prototype of the :ictunl 
11pplicatio111h111 lucks th1.: rc.:111 f\111 ctim111lity. 
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7.5 Summary 
This chapter describes the main function of system testing and several types of 
errors or faults that will cause software fa ilure. Besides, there are three types of testing, 
which are unit testing, module testing and integration testing. System testing is to ensure 
that the system is functioning well under a larger system. 
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Chapter 8 System Evaluation 
8.1 Introduction 
System evaluation is the process of identifying problems encountered as well as 
solutions, system's strengths, system's limitations and the possible enhancements of the 
system in f uturc. The purpose of system evaluation is to show the effectiveness and 
efficiency of what has been done on the system. It also enables the developer to evaluate 
the knowledge gained during the development process. 
8.2 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
There are some problems occurred which is affected the development of UM 
Presentation. All of these problems involve in every development phase and need a good 
and suitable solution to solve it und ensure the development process can be continue 
smoothly. 
8.2.1 Limited System Development Time 
The time for the system development is not enough. It i!-. qui te challenging if \\C 
nre required to deliver 11 really good 1111d hi t.th performuncc sritcrn th nl uchicves tnrgct~ 
und ohject ive~. Moreover, system development was delayed due to unuvoidnblc 
circumstnnccs such ni-i fi\t nl error!' m:cur i11 111y computer. 
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Solution 
Management of time is very important to ensure the project can be completed 
according to the schedule. Works are done according to the stages and systematically to 
ensure there are no work is lefi behind. 
8.2.2 Problem Choosing the Right Authoring Tools 
There are many ways and tools avai lable to develop a multimedia application. 
The lack of experience used up a lot of time to learn and study the existing web pages 
about authoring tools in the early stage of system implementation. This is becau~c the 
right authoring tools will determine the progress of the project. 
Solution 
To determine which approach to use, seek and consult lecturers or experienced 
individual to gain knowledge before making any decision to choose the authoring tools 
for system development. 
8.2.3 Luck of knowledge in 30 
30 Studio Mux and wifl 3D arc 3 dimensional modeling ~ o ftwarc . Thi ~ 
soflwnrc was new tn my knowledge. In order to use thi~ sof\wnrc. I need to have a good 
skill n11d understanding uf them. Development using 3D rcqu ircc. a lot of time for 
modeling. 11nin111tion, 1111d rendering. Due to limited development time, it b difficult to 
h11ncllc with limittd i.ki ll. 
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Solution 
In order to solve this problem, help from the internet. reference books and 
experienced individuals are needed. Besides, by observing the existing system also helps 
to understand more about this software . Learning the new software also was done 
through trial and error basis. 
8.2.4 Lack of Reference Sources 
There arc not many latest reference books and experienced individuals avaih1ble. 
Not all of them really understand and experience in the authoring tools that I have 
already chosen. 
Solutions 
During the learning and development process, I had to buy a 30 book as my 
reference book. Besides, I need to get some guide or help from internet. 
8.2.5 Large Size of Multimcdiu Files 
In UM Presentation, 30 files cxponcd from 30 Studio Max and wift 30 . 
animation, sounds, und gruphics were integrntcu into Oash files. The files use up a hirgc 
amount of spucc cupncity nnd nlsn the RAM. It had been slow down the development of 
the prngrum. 
So"'timr 
Si1c irnnticl\ cnn he rcuuccd hy using Adobe Photo'lhop 7 .0, u<i wcl I n<. <.ound can 
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be edited inside Sound Forge before imports inside the flnsh fil es. 
8.3 System's Strength 
Even though many problems occurred during the development of this project, 
this project somehow has its own strengths and uniqueness. Some of the strengths of the 
program are listed as below:-
8.3.1 Easy To Use 
This system is easy to use; it does not require any special skill to handle the 
system. The entire interface is designed in simple way so that it can suit to all level of 
users. 
8.3.2 Compact and Comprehensive Information 
The system contains a set of compact and comprehensive information ahout 
University of Malaya. All the in fonna tion wi ll help users to knO\ more about the 
University of Malaya including the infonnntion of orientation for the nc\\ students. 
Other than text, pictures of UM nre available inside ii sCl thut the presentution will not be 
too dull. 
8.3.3 Gruphic l lscr ln tcrfon· (GU I) 
C~rnph u: lJscr Interface "'"" tk sigm:d to h.:1 u:.cr:. fct.:I comfon:1hk "hen 
uccl'ssin~· thr progrnm. 'I he GlJ I l'llSltrc' U'lcr fricnd li ncs~ . Designing the interface and 
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using of different colors arc also auracting the users. Users "ill nlso fnmilinr " ith the 
interfaces as most of the pages have a standard look. 
8.3.4 No Keyboard Skill Required 
Users arc not required to use the keyboard because all the interactivity will only 
involves mouse slick events. They only have to point or roll the mouse over certain 
objects and cl ick the mouse to initiate the events. 
8.3.S Easy Storage and Comprehensive Information 
This project is a stand alone applicat ion which makes it easier w he stored and 
retrieved. 
8.4 System Limitation 
Although most of the major features in the main modules ha e been succcs~ full) 
accomplished and fulfill all the requirements or speci fications ugrcl.!d upon. there arc 
some limitations due to certain construin~. The limitntions arc li sted as hclow:-
H.4.1 No Video Clips A v:tilnhlc 
Dul'. 10 th l' lnrgt• sill' or the l111sh file~ . I c1111110t irnpon Ull) video clips insidl' this 
progmm hccuu'>c it will slnw down the processing. 
HA.2 Limlh'CI llsul!c uf •JI> Ohjl·ct11 
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30 objects which were created using 30 studio Mnx nnd ~ " ifi J D needs high 
level of RAM for further processing. Adding 30 objects inside tlash files aL o caused 
large amounts of space. There. appl ied few JD objects inside flash files can maintain the 
computer processing speed. 
8.4.3 Processing Time 
It is really take time of the computer to translate the coding into visible 30 
objects and animation. So it is recommended to the user to use at least the minimum 
hardware requirement system for the purpose of viewing the 30 objectl> as well as the 
smooth animations. 
8.5 Experience und Knowledge Gained 
With the successful completion of UM Presentation on time. I have personall . 
gained more knowledge on developing u project from the beginning until the end. The 
knowledge I gained through this project will be very useful to me in the fu ture. The most 
important knowledge thut I lcnrncd is 10 plan und ~ chcdu lc perfectly for my system 
development into diflcn.:nt plHlSCl>. 
Apart from that. I ul 'o lcaml'd hem 10 1"c the implementation tool~ in 1hc 
sys1c111. 1 lcnmcd 11 lol from Ill) mislll1'l·:. in choosi11l' lite dcvd<lprncnl wob. Due to la ·l.. 
of knowledge of the dl' clnpmc111 tonb th11t I lwvc been cho:.cn. I had c,pent ts lot of time 
c~ploring on thc'c dcvdnpmc111 wol, , ·1 rial 1111d error approuch w11\ 11\cd w c.oh c mo<.t 
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of the implementation. 
8.6 Future Enhancement 
Even though this system has achieved its objectives. its methods are not as 
effective as the system was created without professional help. Several enhancements can 
be done to this system to improve its functionali ties. 
In future, more new infonnation about the UM can be added in the system. 
Besides, more animation will ulso need to be added to make it more interesting. Video 
clips is hopefully can added inside this program ~o that the users can get a better 
understanding about the UM environment. 
8.7 Summary 
This chapter is the final chapter that concludes the overall system. Problems 
faced when developing the system nrc stated clcurl y. f:vcn though there arc man) 
.. 
problems occurred during development. the system hu!'I it~ own strengths und uniqucncs~ 
a~ well u~ tht: systt.:m limi1111io11!>. htturc enhancement i!'I suggested and ne\\ ideas arc 
:,talc to impro c the syst em · ~ f11m:tioi1111itic:., . Ovcrull. lJM l'rc-.cntation i ~ o ~ystcm that 
give!- i1nport1111t in fonnntinn to 11:.cr:., h) using multimcdiu clement\. It ha~ !'l implc and 
ca")'"'"> of displuyinl' i11 ft11m11ti t111 of Univcr:. it) of' Mul11y11 . I lopcful ly the "> c.u.:m "ill 
help user-. ~cl IO kn<m m orl' ahout lJ M though th b !:>)''\tern . 
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Appendix A: User Manual 
Fde View Control Helo 
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In menu buttons, user can go to other section by clicking one of tlH' button. gh ~n . 
).- Home 
The interface for Home section as graphics above. 
>-- Overview, Orientat ion, & Miscellaneous 
These three sections huvc same funct ionality buttons. Even the contents 
arc different, but the button which user can interact ' ith located the same 
for these three. 
Ill '1 U1dtJcrairi. oi 9'Jnto11n · 
Overview 
~ 
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;,... Academics, and Facilities 
the different button in these two map nre the building icons nre cl icknble. 
The Red color icon arc buttons actually. User will encounter di fferent 
color for Facilities and colleges section but that's the only differences. 
Stop map animarion and play map animation let the user to stop the map 
rotation and begin to choose in easier' ay. User can also pla> the 
an imat ion again by clicking on the play map animation button. 
Fie Vrcw Control Help 
@arr · :· .·. .. .. 
.: . \ ' : 
... 
, 
-;-
'· Ill 
lluildinc. Button' 
.. 
\ . 
.. 
t 
\,top (I\. pin~ lllUJl 
ll 11 t1 1111\ 
Academic 
"\ 
f 
~ 
' ~-
-
r]J 
h .., .. '~ t ... 
". ,.. .. , .. 
on i11wgc wi ll 11ppl.:11r \\hl.'11l.'vc1 \l ~l.'. r p11t thci1 t:111 0.,or on the: top of huilding 
icon button. 
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Ao View Control Holp 
@EXIT II 
z 
-
-I' 
-< 
FACULTY Of 
DOOISTRY 
-"-J ' ,t.. .. l • 
• • I • • 
Academic 
f>l • .irt ..... , ' r r, ... 
:, ....... ,,.. ... .. 
When user click at any clickablc huilding button. the application " ill lc.:ad 
the user to its predcfinc.:d building part. 
User can return bnck tel map sch.:ction hy clicking return to mnp button 
which situated on the bottom h:fi of the.: ~crct.·n. 
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Fie Viow Control Help 
@EXIT II 'lt11iurraitlJ of 91JnlntJn 
Academic 
---------- -- --------------------.. 
~ jf Multp of <Computrr ~nrnrr & 31nformatton Q:rctJnoloID' 
,,, 
/ 
• • 
. , ,• .. 
. .,,. 
·• ( 
.. 
\ ft1 ' f • ! t., 0 1 t. \ 1 '• I' 0 1,.0 \, , '• \. 
' I , . , ., I ..... . I • 
~ ,,, "· I II-.. fl. I 
ll' lll lH.k \ l t l \ II l'l{O (.M \ \1 \ 11 ' 
'. ,, ', ... \ . 
r Colleges 
College section is similar like Academ ic~ and Co llege~ ection. Th<: 
di fferent only when the u-.;cr redirected 10 other section which hn' c some 
extra fu nction thun the rest. 
I lert: user can choose picturt: to be vitwed hy clicking thc small thumbnail 
loc:llc.:d on the right ., iclc of tht· !-Crccn. 
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Fie Viow Corool Help 
@EXIT II 'l111iucroint of !Jlnlnl)n 
.. 
-
Colleges 
------------ --------------------
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• 0 
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Exit f3utton 
r-inully, when user wishes to qui t the program, they can just cl ick an c:\it 
button located on the upper left of the screen. 
A popup \\ill appear and a-;k the u~er \\hcther they real! ) \\Ulll to 4uit the 
prc>grtlll l. Ir tlH.:) do. the progrmn will tcr111i11111cd and i r the) don't thl' 
program wi ll ~ t il l runninr for tht·111 HI vil·" . 
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Fie View Cortrol Help 
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